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Abstract

In recent years, robots have been moving from research laboratories to being part of everyday

life in our homes and society. This new reality creates everyday situations where humans

interact and collaborate with robots. For such interactions to be satisfactory for humans, they

must be natural, comfortable, and safe, mainly if we focus on human-robot interactions with

mobile robots. The above conditions require developing robotic systems adaptive to a dynamic

environment, such as an environment populated by people and to current social rules. So, the

main goal of this thesis by compendium is propose a solution, which integrated into the robot

control architecture, allows us to modify the robot behavior according the people’s behavior

with whom it shares space.

There are four fields of study that compose the fundamental part of the proposed solution:

Robot Navigation: the robot must navigate in dynamic environments reliably and safely,

Human-Robot Interaction: responsible for handling the social systems, such as dialog or

proxemics, to collect data from humans, Context Awareness, the robot has been aware of the

environment and process it to generate knowledge. Finally, Cognitive Architecture orchestrates

the behaviors following principles based on knowledge and/or human-like cognitive processes.

The main contributions of the present dissertation are the development of a dynamic solution

to represent people and their context in terms of personal space and the development of a novel

proxemic zone to improve collaboration tasks between humans and robots, the cooperation

zone. These contributions play a part in improving people’s comfort during HRI behaviors and

have enabled collaborative navigation actions, such as escorting or following a person.

Furthermore, the empirical investigations performed in competition scenarios demonstrate

the solution’s validity and show that it is ready to be deployed in real environments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years, robots have been moving from research laboratories to being part of everyday

life in our homes and our society. It is common to see how we behave in a very similar way

with people and pets as we do with our domestic robots, e.g., more than 40% of experiment

participants have played or had experimented with their Roomba vacuum, more than 35%

ascribed gender to it, and more than 20% gave it a name [Sung et al. (2008)]. Furthermore, all

the above is related to robots that cannot interact with humans. From Sung et al. (2008)’s

work, we can say that domestic robots are accepted today and people are willing to interact

with them, so we must develop more social robots. In that direction, different researchers

present the concept of social robots as those designed to interact with people in a natural

manner in order to achieve positive outcomes in multiple applications [Duffy et al. (1999);

Hoffman and Breazeal (2004); Hegel et al. (2009); Breazeal et al. (2016)].

One of the most common behavior of mobile robots is the ability to move, and if regarding

service robots, the ability to move in a populated environment. This capability can be very

simple, such as a robot vacuum demonstrating bump & go behavior or very complex and natural,

such as a robot respecting the personal distance to nearby persons, a robot approaching to offer

us information, or a robot accompanying an older adult to the elevator in a shopping mall.

Complex behaviors such as those described above require the navigation system be enriched

with other components. These components provide information such as the people’s position,

an estimation of their trajectory, the activity they are performing, the user’s requirements, how

he/she feels or the current social rules, among many others.

1
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Figure 1.1: Proposed mind map representing the main contributors to a Social Robot Navigation

system.

The field of knowledge that deals with this specific type of navigation in this kind of robots

is Social Robot Navigation. Social Robot Navigation studies how an autonomous robot should

behave when it is navigating in a real environment, sharing the space with

humans [Rios-Martinez et al. (2015)]. The robot not only has to move without colliding with

people, it must be able to adapt to a dynamic environment and it should take social rules into

account. It must be able to interact in a fluid and natural way and must be able to perform daily

movement actions with people, such as approaching, accompanying or following.

Drawing from the results of this thesis, Figure 1.1 shows a scheme with the main fields

of study that build the Social Robot Navigation. The main four, which will be discussed in

depth throughout this work are: Robot navigation, Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), Cognitive

Architectures, and Context-Awareness. Each one contributes to Social Robot Navigation with

fundamental abilities:

• Robot Navigation: It is in charge of moving the robot safely in an environment coded

with a map. Usually, robot navigation is composed of two sub-systems or algorithms, a
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global and a local planner. The first is in charge of generating the path to reach the goal

and the second is in charge of navigating this path.

• Human-Robot Interaction: This component handles most social systems, e.g., a dialog

component to interact with people in a natural way, or a proxemic module. The proxemic

is the theory proposed by [Hall (1910)] that defines the space around a person as zones

with different radii. This theory is one of the most used, mainly for its social and human-

centered focus.

• Context-Awareness: In order for a robot to know the environment, learn from it and

anticipate changes in there, it is necessary to generate a context-knowledge. So, the

context-awareness component collects, stores, processes, and represents information from

the outside world. From this data, it can extract human information such as its position,

its mood, or its current activity.

• Cognitive Architecture: The Cognitive Architecture orchestrates behaviors following

principles based on knowledge and human-like behavior. For that purpose, the robot

plans the actions necessary to carry out a task, based on the collected data, and executes

them. To execute them, the cognitive architecture integrates a decision-making system.

This system is responsible for calling the actions, knowing its state and calling the next

action when the previous is finished. Furthermore, this system can deal with unexpected

errors, performing recovery routines or modifying system parameters.

These four components establish the thesis research direction, and having them in mind, the

main thesis question is presented:

How does a robot behave in dynamic environments where it shares space with

humans?

Therefore, the main objective of the presented dissertation is to propose a solution, which

is integrated into the robot control architecture, allowing us to modify the robot behavior

according to the people’s behavior with whom it shares space.

The robot must get external information in order to adapt to the environment and the people

around it. A world-modelling or people-modelling method enables the use of robotics systems

to operate in a workspace by providing knowledge of the environment to the robot.
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The proposed framework implements a people-representation method-dynamic,

context-sensitive, scalable, allowing the robot to perform collaboration tasks with humans. The

framework improves the comfort of those users who present a negative attitude towards the

robot, and allows the development of social-navigation complex behaviors, such as entering an

elevator in a shopping mall, accompanied by other persons. Moreover, the proposed

framework reduces by 65% the needed planning requests to carry out a task at home, through

the use of environment information or context-awareness techniques. This framework includes

dynamic and context-adaptive proxemic zones, in addition to including special proxemic zones

for collaborative navigation tasks. Lastly, the proposed framework allows using different

navigation algorithms, as well different decision making systems to perform social navigation

tasks. Moreover, the implications of the different architectonic components will be measured

to ensure the correct robot performance.

In the rest of this chapter, the motivations for conducting the research of the thesis in

Sec. 1.1, the objectives in Sec. 1.2, the main contributions of the dissertation in Sec. 1.3, and

the overview of all the thesis chapters in Sec. 1.4 are presented.

1.1 Motivation

Sharing the environment or tasks with a robot implies that it must behave naturally, adapt to

the environment, to user requirements, and our habits. Therefore, the robot must have sufficient

skills to support environmental changes and improve human comfort by responding to their

requests. With this type of behavior, in which the human and the robot collaborate to carry

out a task, the aim is to improve peoples’ quality of life. For example, companion robots can

allow people to do tasks quickly and efficiently or let the elderly fend for themselves in their own

homes. We observe that there is a cross-interaction between society and robots. This interaction

is beneficial for both sides. Robots help people in certain tasks, adapt to the environment, and

learn from human habits so that the execution of a task becomes increasingly optimal and more

natural. (Figure 1.2.)

For all of the above to happen, the robot has to detect, accurately position, and represent

humans in its world model. Just any representation is not valid, since, depending on the

context or the current task, people should not be represented as a simple obstacle. A complex
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Figure 1.2: Human-Robot collaboration examples. From left to right, a robot is guiding a person

in an office environment, a robot is helping a person with its shopping bag, and a robot in an

elevator is asking for help.

representation that adapts to the context, culture, age, human activity, and people’s attitude will

be necessary, i.e., a person’s representation in an elevator is not the same as a blind person’s in

the corridor of a shopping mall. We see how the context information is crucial to providing a

correct representation, and ultimately, the robot behaves effectively and naturally. Therefore,

having a system for collecting, processing, and representing this information is necessary.

In this thesis, we focus on social mobile robots interacting with humans, and specifically,

we will talk about how a robot models people and their surroundings to perform collaborative

tasks, and how it perceives its environment and extracts context information from it.

1.2 Research questions, Hypotheses and Milestones

Considering the problem to be resolved and the motivations already presented, the general

research question (RQ) addressed in the included publications P.I - P.III is: What kind of

adaptations in navigational behavior are necessary when a robot is deployed in a real and

human-populated environment?

To answer this question, a set of more concrete RQs is presented. First, the RQs related to

Human-Robot Interaction block:

• RQ.1: What factors change people’s proxemic zones when interacting with a robot?

• RQ.2: How are the human proxemic areas modified during the HRI?

Then, the RQ related to Context-Awareness study field:

• RQ.3: How does the context-awareness influence in social robot navigation system?
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Next, the RQ corresponding with Cognitive Architecture.

• RQ.4: What are the effects of different behavioral decision-making systems on the social

robot navigation?

Finally, the RQ related to the Robot Navigation block:

• RQ.5: What are the effects of the different local planners on the social robot navigation?

Hypotheses (H) regarding the previous research questions are presented below.

• H.1: Related to RQ.1, the people mood, the social rules, the current activity or the context

of the social interaction modify the proxemic zones.

• H.2: Related to RQ.2, the proxemic zones’ size and shape are modified during the HRI.

• H.3: Related to RQ.3, the integration of context-awareness in a social robot navigation

system reduces the number of actions required to perform a complex task.

• H.4: Related to RQ.4, the decision-making system impacts in the social navigation task

performance, which may result in tasks not running smoothly.

• H.5: Related to RQ.5, the navigation local planner affects the human’s comfort during

the social robot navigation.

To accomplish such large scope objectives, the present dissertation seeks to reach the

following milestones:

M.1 People representation in maps: A mobile robot treats people differently from obstacles;

it is necessary to make a particular model in its map. The model has to include the

people’s surroundings, i.e., their personal space. This representation is helpful in case a

robot has to avoid people, or in case a robot has to perform collaboration tasks with a

human.

M.2 A people representation adaptable to the environment: People representation has to

be dynamic and flexible according to age, culture, people activity, and people signals such

as discomfort or approval. To this end, the robot has to include context data acquisition,

processing, and reasoning systems.
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M.3 Improvement of context data representation: The present work will also improve the

context data representation to allow the explicability of the acquired data to humans or an

external auditor. It will explain why the robot performs an action.

M.4 Real-Environment Validation: The contributions of the present thesis will end with

experimentation in a real environment or a competition to satisfy one of the key

motivations of the current work, which is the improvement of the human comfort when a

robot is navigating in a populated environment or a human is performing a collaborative

task with the robot. The competitions provide a regulated and controlled test-bed for

tackling realistic challenges, as well as being supervised by neutral referees who

objectively evaluate the behavior of the participating robots.

M.5 OpenScience and Reproducible Science: The proposed methods and techniques are

aimed at complying with repeatability, replicability, and reproducibility constraints. The

developed approaches, where possible, will be made publicly available to the community.

Furthermore, the libraries, tools, frameworks, and packages used in this dissertation are

well-known to the community, thus facilitating the adoption of this work and its use in

the future. Open-source is a primary priority of this work as a vehicle for the replicability

of robotics research.

1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis by compendium focus on the design, development, and

evaluation of techniques to improve the behavior of a robot navigating in a populated scenario.

C.1 A solution to model the user’s influence area based on the perception of their attitude

towards the robot thought cost maps. The solution has been integrated into a cognitive

architecture and tested in robot competitions. This contribution is addressed in P.I.

C.2 A solution to improve the robot behavior in a home-like environment through the addition

of a context-awareness component. There are generated probabilistic predicates based on

the acoustic stimulus perceived by the robot, and they are used in the task-planning phase.

This contribution is addressed in AP.II and P.II.
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C.3 A context-awareness information representation system based on Conceptual Graphs and

their implications during the operation of a real robot. This contribution is addressed in

P.II.

C.4 An evaluation of the new ROS 2 navigation solution, Nav2, to check its performance and

validate its improvements over its previous version. The system was tested on campus

with real students on two different robots for more than 22 hours, covering more than 60

km. This contribution is addressed in AP.I.

C.5 A solution to represent people and their context (current activity, mood, age, culture) in

terms of personal space in a layer of the Nav2 system. This solution aims to provide a

standard representation approach. This contribution is addressed in AP.IV.

C.6 A novel proxemic zone to improve the collaboration tasks between humans and robots.

This proxemic zone has been called the cooperation zone. The cooperation zone is

represented in the robot map as an empty zone, making the navigation near a person and

the collaborative tasks more fluent. This contribution is addressed in AP.IV.

C.7 An impact evaluation of the different navigation algorithms and the impact of the

decision-making system in the social navigation performance and how it affects human

comfort. This contribution is addressed in P.III.

C.8 AP.III presents the evolution of our cognitive architecture, increasing its complexity as

new challenges were presented, similar to scientific papers, robotic competitions and

industrial projects. One of the main features of the cognitive architecture presented is the

implementation of a working memory as a distributed graph, and the use of Behavior

Trees (BTs) instead of State Machines to implement the behaviors. These proposals

ensure a correct scaling and adaptability to complex challenges.

C.9 Open source has been a significant focus in this work. In this dissertation, the external

tools used have been improved, updated, or migrated to a most commonly-used

environment, such as ROS or ROS2. The main external packages with contributions are
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OpenMarkovROS1, DialogFlow ROS2 and Pedsim ROS3, migrated to ROS2 and

ros-tf-pose-estimation4 was migrated to ROS2 and improved with a 3D pose estimation

using an RGB-D camera. The author has also contributed to the main navigation stack in

ROS2, NAV25. The main repository of this dissertation is social nav26 with 18 stars and

1 fork at the time of writing. The source code or a self-sustaining container of every

Additional Publication and P.I - P.III has been made publicly available.

1.4 Outline

This thesis by compendium is divided into five chapters, and includes three publications: P.I

- P.III. In the first chapter, the introduction and motivation are presented, as well as the thesis

research questions and contributions. The content of the remaining chapters is summarized

below:

• Chapter 2 reviews state-of-the-art in the field of social navigation with a focus on social

robot navigation in general: what are the methods and techniques to get a robot

navigating, how a robot gets and represents the information from the environment, and

how to orchestrate the robot behaviors and take into account the context data in the

reasoning phase.

• Chapter 3 introduces the methodology used in the development of the thesis and the

evaluation of the results obtained.

• Chapter 4 presents the experimental results and discussion of this thesis. The main results

published in P.I - P.III are presented, besides a summary with the main milestones and

how each has contributed to the general system.

• Chapter 5 presents the overall conclusions for this doctoral thesis and provides an

overview of future work.

1https://github.com/jginesclavero/openMarkovROS

2https://github.com/jginesclavero/dialogflow_ros/tree/ros2/dialogflow_ros

3https://github.com/jginesclavero/pedsim_ros

4https://github.com/jginesclavero/ros2-tf-pose-estimation

5https://github.com/ros-planning/navigation2

6https://github.com/jginesclavero/social_nav2

https://github.com/jginesclavero/openMarkovROS
https://github.com/jginesclavero/dialogflow_ros/tree/ros2/dialogflow_ros
https://github.com/jginesclavero/pedsim_ros
https://github.com/jginesclavero/ros2-tf-pose-estimation
https://github.com/ros-planning/navigation2
https://github.com/jginesclavero/social_nav2
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

The present dissertation has been developed in the context of social robotics, focusing on

environment-awareness robot navigation to perform daily activities.

As defined in [Breazeal et al. (2016)] ”Social (or Sociable) robots are designed to interact

with people in a natural, interpersonal manner – often to achieve positive outcomes in diverse

applications such as education, health, quality of life, entertainment, communication, and tasks

requiring collaborative teamwork.” Thus, we have a field of study from different approaches

that aim to make Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) more natural and comfortable for

humans [Breazeal and Scassellati (1999)].

As described above, social robots are used in a variety of projects and applications. In health

care, [Hung et al. (2019)] have extracted some benefits and barriers the use of PARO robots. The

main three benefits are reducing negative emotion and behavioral symptoms, improving social

Figure 2.1: Social robots examples: JIBO, and QTrobot.

11
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engagement, and promoting positive mood and quality of care experience. In contrast, the main

barriers are cost and infection concerns. The authors conclude that future works should focus on

the patients instead of research questions to overcome the barriers of these technologies. Other

authors [Martı́n Rico et al. (2020)] have performed acceptance tests to adapt the robot type

used to treat a specific disease, such as dementia [Valentı́ Soler et al. (2015)]. In [Carros et al.

(2020)] and [Bhuvaneswari et al. (2013)], the authors have used a robot as a physiotherapeutic

assistive trainer and as an entertainer for the elderly in a care facility. The result shows that the

older adults enjoyed the robotic interaction, and their engagement was high during the sessions.

Robots have also been used with children, especially in education. Thus, in [Kanda et al.

(2012)], the Rovie robot was used to teach coding with Lego Mindstorms. Their results show

that the robot encouraged children to work more in the first lessons. Other authors [Émond et al.

(2020)] have compared two types of robots, JIBO and NAO, for child-robot interaction. The

authors conclude that the subjects support the robots roughly equally but prefer NAO for the

expression of emotion because of its human-like gesturing, over screen animation.

Also, robots have been used in children’s autism treatment. The results from [Costa et al.

(2018)] show that children with autism spectrum disorder, during two short interactions,

directed more attention towards QTrobot, Figure 2.1, than towards the person and engaged in

fewer repetitive or stereotyped behaviors with the robot than with the person.

There are other fields where social robots could play a key role in the future, and there are

already investigations underway. In [Trovato et al. (2017)] the authors study how should be a

robot receptionist should be, and they evaluated different methods to improve the HRI. Also, a

robot has been used as a museum guide [Shiomi et al. (2006)] showing that the combination

between the interaction with visitors and the museum’s display task positively affected

visitors’ experiences. The social robots also can be used as entertainment or marketing tools in

events and shows. [Peng et al. (2015)] have worked on how robots dance and have shown the

importance of the nonverbal communication between robots and humans. Other authors have

explored how customers interact with a social robot in a hospitality and tourism context

[Murphy et al. (2019); Peng et al. (2015)]. The authors highlighted anthropomorphism as a

critical factor in the interaction because the context, short-term interactions, does not allow

overcoming the Uncanny Valley through learning and habituation [Mori (1970)]. [Lai and

Tang (2019)] have performed experiments with service robots as waiters, Figure 2.2. The
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Figure 2.2: Social robots as waiters in a hotel and a restaurant.

experiment participants feel the service robots are somewhat novel and attractive, and they

think that the robots could be introduced in all of the catering service processes in the future.

However, they hope to interact more with them and do not want to face a non-personal robot.

In this chapter, a literature review is presented with a particular emphasis on the methods

and advances provided in the publications P.I - P.III. The literature review is structured

following a bottom-up approach, with each section ending with the contributions of the

dissertation presented in the discussed field of knowledge. First of all, the techniques and

methods to get a robot to move safely are presented. Then, how a social robot uses its

environment to collect information and use it to perform human-like behaviors is discussed.

The previous areas are combined into one, the social robot navigation, to get a social robot

navigating in a populated environment and performing tasks with humans. Finally, a literature

review of cognitive architectures and how they can be applied in social navigation is presented.

2.1 Mobile Robot Navigation

The main objective of a navigation system is to allow a robot to move from one point to

another in the environment, safely and efficiently. This capability enables a Social Robot to

increase its interaction radius from its surroundings to any part of the scenario. The Mobile

Robot Navigation field is vast and there exist countless ways to get a robot

navigating [DeSouza and Kak (2002); Zou et al. (2006); Dai et al. (2007); Pandey (2017)].
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Because of this, the section is focused on an indoor mobile robot with a known map and

reliable localization. Most successful navigation approaches [Marder-Eppstein et al. (2010)]

separate the navigation into two modules: global planner (or just planner) and local planner

(also known as controller). Furthermore, these two modules use a map as a storing system for

keeping information about the environment over the time.

The planner module provides the mechanism for calculating the best route from the robot’s

current position to the desired position. There are multiple, well-known algorithms to perform

this: A* [Raja and Pugazhenthi (2012)], Dijkstra algorithm [Knuth (1977)] and Gradient

Methods [Adamiv et al. (2008)], among others.

The controller module provides the engine for tracking the route generated by the planner

between two points and generates the movement commands. Besides, this route has to avoid

the obstacles perceived by robot sensors. Among the algorithms used are Dynamic Window

Approach (DWA) [Fox et al. (1997)], Elastic Bands [Quinlan and Khatib (1993)],

Timed-Elastic-Band [Roesmann et al. (2012); Rösmann et al. (2013)], Trajectory

Rollout [Gerkey and Konolige (2008)], genetic approaches [Zhang et al. (2016); Patle et al.

(2017b)], and hybrid approaches [Silva et al. (2018); Patle et al. (2017a); De Oliveira and

Fernandes (2016)].

Both modules, planner and controller, use a map to work. This map is an occupancy

grid [Elfes (1989)]. An occupancy grid splits the space into cells and encodes the environment

information as occupation probability for each cell. Sometimes, a single map is not enough to

encode all relevant information. In [Lu et al. (2014)] the authors propose the creation of a grid

map stack, each one representing specific information that is combined to generate a master

grid, which is used in the planner and controller modules. Recent works use a 3D map, instead

of a 2D map, to navigate [Yu and Zhang (2006); Wurm et al. (2010)], representing more

realistic environment data.

ROS navigation stack, the most-used navigation framework, uses the technologies described

in this section. In AP.I an evaluation of the novel ROS 2 navigation stack, Nav2, has been made.

Nav2 uses BTs for the orchestration, which makes it more suitable for high variability scenarios.

As experiments, the work presents an extension of the marathon done by [Marder-Eppstein

et al. (2010)]. The research presents experiments in a campus setting alongside students over a

marathon during more than 22 hours with two different robots and covering a total of 60.1 km.
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2.2 Context-Awareness in Social Robots

An autonomous social robot must learn, understand, and execute tasks as human beings to be

useful for daily human activities. It is necessary to obtain, process, and represent the context

information to perform these complex tasks. Such information is converted to knowledge about

the scenario using different methods and techniques. This is the Context-Awareness. Usually,

a context-awareness system is based on a sequence of four subsystems [yi Hong et al. (2009)]:

Data acquisition, Data classification, Data repository, and Policy Management Module. A brief

description of each subsystem follows:

1. Data acquisition consists of gathering data from the robot sensors.

2. Data classification processes the information and extracts features from the raw data.

3. Data repository maintains the robot knowledge in the time.

4. Policy Management Module controls the access to the robot resources before the

reasoning phase.

It is necessary to establish a formal and accurate representation model to retain the

knowledge over time [Li et al. (2018)]. The knowledge representation is ”concerned with how

knowledge can be represented symbolically and manipulated in an automated way by

reasoning programs,” as was formally defined in [Levesque (1986)]. The standard Common

Logic [ISO/IEC 24707 (2007)] consolidates the different approaches of knowledge

representation. In [Sowa (1999)] a fundamental part of the standard is presented: the

Conceptual Graphs (CGs). This work develops a version of CGs as an intermediate language

for mapping natural language questions and assertions to a relational database. Other works,

researched over the years, present updates or modifications of the standard. They are classified

as research CGs [Sowa (2008)], which are applied for a particular application and which may

someday be added to the standard. In [Wallace and Kambouris (2016)], the authors use CGs to

integrate the software and the hardware systems of their robotics framework, CONDOR.

In [Neumann et al. (2014)], the authors represent in a CG the environment and the skills of a

robot waiter.

Focusing on social robots, context awareness systems are generally used to improve the

robot’s task performance and to improve the HRI, thus improving the human-robot perception.

In [Nap et al. (2018)], a context-awareness system is used to improve the care of a person with
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dementia (PwD), collecting data from lifestyle monitoring-sensors and providing an interface

between the PwD and a carer. In [Vossen et al. (2019)], the authors classify the context data: in

spatial context for surrounding knowledge, discourse context for the communication, and

social context for the interaction. The generated context-awareness knowledge is used in this

work to improve the HRI and help in the signal discrimination. [Suh and Woo (2009)] describe

a social robot framework with a context-awareness layer to make a group of robots solve a

given task by collaborating with other robots. The context-awareness layer collects

environment data and processes it to generate situations using a rule-based inference engine.

In [Quintas et al. (2017)], the authors include a context-awareness system in their architecture

to improve its efficacy, acceptance, and adaptability. In particular, in this work, the authors use

context knowledge to switch between different people-detection algorithms, improving the

detection rate. In [Rodriguez Lera et al. (2020)], a context-awareness system is used for

activity recognition, based on seven primary contexts (spatial, temporal, environmental,

activity, individual, social, and cultural), for elderly care. The authors also evaluated the

impact of a context-awareness module on system performance, an essential factor to consider

because a social robot is composed of many subsystems working together.

In AP.II an acoustic stimulus perception system was integrated with a context-awareness

system to generate probabilistic PDDL (Planning Domain Definition Language) predicates.

These predicates store the person’s probable location within a house. With the solution

proposed, the number of replannings was reduced, improving the robot performance.

In this thesis, a context-awareness module with a representation system based on

conceptual graphs has been developed. Moreover, the context-awareness module was

integrated in a cognitive architecture to use the context knowledge in planning and to be

applied in real-world applications. This study is included in P.II

2.3 Social Robot Navigation

The combination of the areas mentioned above results in a new field of knowledge that has

attracted broad interest in the last years [Möller et al. (2021); Charalampous et al. (2017); Kruse

et al. (2013); Rios-Martinez et al. (2015)], the Social Robot Navigation or Social Navigation

in short. Researchers in this area work on improving the movements of a robot when it is in a
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populated or Human-Robot interactive environment.

Social Navigation aims to minimize disturbing people as little as possible during the

regular robot operation, following certain social conventions determined by culture, age, and

context [Knapp et al. (2013)]. The robot movements are essential to user acceptance. There are

studies [Kim and Mutlu (2014); Henkel et al. (2014)] that have evaluated how the movement

speed or the robot distance influences the user’s perception of a robot.

Initial works in this area propose a virtual force model or Social Force Model

(SFM) [Helbing and Molnár (1995)]. The authors model the forces acting on a person who is

walking in a crowded scenario as a combination of three components, one to describe the

acceleration, another, a repulsive force to describe the distance to other pedestrians and walls,

and the last one to model the attractive effects of the pedestrian target. In [Ferrer et al. (2013)],

the authors use SFM for a robot to avoid people in an urban scenario. This method has also

been used by [Pimentel and Aquino-Junior (2020)] to learn social conventions from a

simulated environment. Improvements of SFM have been proposed by [Farina et al. (2017)],

with its Heading Social Force Model. In this work, the authors include a new component in the

model, the pedestrians’ heading, arguing that most of the time a pedestrian keeps walking

forward while there is no unexpected obstacle or overcrowded environment.

Another featured method for a robot to understand the social rules and behave socially is

the learning-based method [Kruse et al. (2012)]. In this method, the robot learns from human

behavior when a person navigates in a populated scenario. [Luber et al. (2012)] propose an

approach in which the robot learns a set of parameters to use later for planning or following a

path in a socially-accepted way. [Vasquez et al. (2014)] evaluated different Inverse

Reinforcement Learning (IRL) algorithms to extract a feature set for socially-compliant robot

navigation. In [Pérez-Higueras et al. (2018)], the authors consider a different approach to learn

human-aware navigation behavior. The authors propose a leaning-based path planning from

demonstration strategy for avoiding the explicit representation and definition of a social cost

function and its associated features. Moreover, the authors include an RRT* planner to

overcome eventual errors in the path generated by the learning system. The previously cited

work is focused on people avoidance, and it does not cover a situation in which the robot has to

approach a human to interact. [Tranberg Hansen et al. (2009)] also use a learning-based

method in their work. In this case, the authors estimate if a person wants to interact with the
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robot. If not, the robot must respect personal human space and exit it if the robot is violating it.

Other works focus more on robot behavior rather than creating an environment model.

In [Olivera and Simmons (2002)], the authors propose using fuzzy logic to deal with the

problem of a robot which is accompanying a person in a corridor avoiding crossing in front of

moving people. To solve the problem when a robot stands in line with humans, [Nakauchi and

Simmons (2002)] propose using the proxemics theory [Hall (1910)].

Proxemic theory, established by [Hall (1910)], is the basis of many works, mainly for its

social and human-centered focus. The proxemic theory defines the space around a person as

zones with different radii. Thus, intimate, personal, social, and public zones are defined. The

main characteristics of these areas are:

• The intimate zone (<0.4 m around the person): It is the zone closer to the person’s body.

The distance allows embracing, touching and whispering.

• The personal zone (0.4 m - 1.2 m around the person): In this zone, the person interacts

with family and friends or performs collaborative tasks.

• The social zone (1.2 m - 4 m around the person): This zone is for interaction with

acquaintances or unknown people.

• The public zone (>4 m around the person): This zone is used for public speaking.

Taking into account the above-mentioned zones, a mobile robot must behave in a different

way in each of them:

• The intimate zone: Robot navigation is forbidden in this zone to avoid collisions and not

disturb humans.

• The personal zone: Some works [Vega et al. (2019); Bera et al. (2017); Kirby et al.

(2009)] consider it a restricted robot navigation zone. In the present dissertation, this

zone is considered a human-robot interaction zone with dynamic parameters based on

context, activity or social rules.

• The social zone and the public zone: The robot can navigate through these zones

without restrictions.
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[Bera et al. (2017)] and [Kirby et al. (2009)] use the proxemic zones to feed the global

planner, creating a social path to adapt robot behavior to human proxemics and the

environment. The proxemic theory does not describe areas with a fixed radius but defines areas

that could change according to culture, age, or context, among others, e.g., the social

convention of keeping to the right when walking. [Pacchierotti et al. (2006)] and [Lu and

Smart (2013)] addressed the problem of walking in a corridor with people, taking the proxemic

theory as a reference, following this social convention. In [Vega-Magro et al. (2018)], the

authors propose an approach in which the proxemic zones are also dynamic and change with

the spatial context and human intention. In [Tranberg Hansen et al. (2009)], the authors use

proxemic zones, not only for creating a forbidden robot navigation zone. Under certain

conditions HRI is allowed. [Mead and Matarić (2016)] show how people adapt their own

proxemic zones to improve the interaction with a robot when it has difficulties in

understanding the user’s social signals. This reinforces the idea that society is beginning to be

prepared for interaction with robots in day-to-day activities.

In this work, approaches to represent people and their proxemic zones are proposed

dynamically and in a standard way. In P.I, a mood recognizer was integrated in a cognitive

architecture to change the proxemic radius based on the people’s mood. Thus, a robot can

navigate in a crowded scenario, receiving people’s feedback, adapting to the context, and

improving people’s comfort. In AP.IV, a novel proxemic zone shape was proposed, the

cooperation zone, oriented to perform cooperation tasks with the robot, Figure 2.3. Moreover,

in this work, the proxemic zones change dynamically in size and shape, based on Asymmetric

Gaussian functions. This function allows representing different people’s activities or different

contexts efficiently.

2.4 Cognitive Architectures and their application in Social

Navigation

Orchestrating the skills and capabilities of autonomous systems is an old, recurrent, and still

open problem in artificial intelligence systems and social robotics in particular. The first

software architectures for intelligent robots came from artificial intelligence [Nilsson et al.

(1984)]. These tried to create a complete symbolic world model based on the robot sensor
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Figure 2.3: A person ready to interact with the robot, and a person and a robot walking together.

The intimate zone is represented in pink. The color becomes more purple as the distance to the

person is increased, representing the personal zone. Also, each representation includes the

proposed cooperation zone to help in HRI and escort behaviors: the white spaces inside the

personal zone.

data. The main problem of this approach was the reaction time. Then [Brooks (1986)]

proposed a layered scheme in which the complete robot behavior is decomposed into

sub-behavior that run parallel, selecting which ones need to be active in every moment. This is

known as subsumption architecture. Combining both ideas, different authors proposed a

hybrid architecture based on three layers: The lowest (pure reactive) contains the behaviors,

the middle coordinates the behaviors, and a top layer contains the deliberative

component [Bischoff (1998)].

A software architecture becomes a cognitive architecture when the cognition component is

added. Usually, cognition in both natural and artificial agents is understood as a set of essential

abilities that enable the autonomous behavior of the system. Thus, cognition is the process by

which an autonomous system perceives the environment, learns from the experience, anticipates

the results of the events, acts to reach its goals, and adapts to changing conditions [Vernon

(2014)]. This process is particularly important in the social robotics field, where the robot

has to interact with persons autonomously, fluidly, and above all with some level of intelligent

behavior.

Thus, software architectures used in social robots have evolved to include components like

learning [Burghart et al. (2005)], long-term memory [Duro et al. (2017)], context-awareness

[Rodriguez Lera et al. (2020)], motivational systems [Gaglio et al. (2011)] and resistance to

contingencies [Pinto et al. (2020)].

The iCub robot [Metta et al. (2008)] is a highlighted project in multiple fields and one of
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the main ones in the development of cognitive architectures [Vernon et al. (2010)].

In [Tanevska et al. (2017)], a novel approach in cognitive architecture for social robots is

presented, a cognitive architecture based on the affect. In this work, the iCub robot has the

ability to perceive the state of the person it is interacting with and to decide how to act

autonomously, guided by an affect-driven motivational system. Another important cognitive

architecture project focused on social robots is CORTEX [Bustos et al. (2019)], a modular

architecture composed of agents that can only communicate with each other through a graph

structure called Deep State Representation. This graph contains, in different levels of

abstraction, all the robot’s knowledge. Figure 2.4 shows the overall organization of CORTEX.

In particular, in cognitive architectures for social navigation, the authors add or improve

the different cognitive modules to make navigation behavior more social. In [Lobato et al.

(2019)], a dialog module is included in CORTEX to allow a robot to navigate in a populated

environment, interacting with humans, e.g., inquiring of a human if it can pass. In [Vega-Magro

et al. (2018)], the authors include a context-awareness system in their cognitive architecture to

detect and model the free space and the walls around people. Adding the context-awareness

system, the authors achieve an improvement in people’s comfort during the HRI.

Figure 2.4: CORTEX’s diagram [Bustos et al. (2019)]. The architecture is composed of agents

which share a representation of the robot’s internal state and its environment.

In AP.III an evolution of a cognitive architecture is presented, starting with
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component-based architecture and reaching a planning-based architecture with an

improvement in control behavior, due to the BTs, and with an information representation

system, due to the CGs. The proposal has been extensively tested in competitions and projects

as well as with different robots.

This thesis evaluates how cognitive architecture influences social navigation. In P.III, two

of the most widely used navigation algorithms in the scientific community and two

decision-making systems were evaluated to show how the correct selection of components may

be decisive for social navigation behavior. Moreover, the material developed was published to

facilitate reproducibility and promote future work.



Chapter 3

Methodology

As stated in Chapter 1, this thesis has been engaged in the field of Social Navigation, with

a particular interest in developing a proxemic-based navigation framework. The spiral model

of the software process, proposed in [Boehm (1988)], has been used to achieve the objectives

set in Section 1.2. This model is oriented towards the individual properties of the software

development process, with multiple phases which target the construction of a robust and stable

result. It is particularly interesting as the present work involves the generation of software

algorithms required to work in real operational environments. The proposed methodology has

served as a general guideline during the development of this thesis and can be summarised as a

sequence of the following steps:

1. State the problem. The first phase involves determining the problem, whose solution will

potentially be provided by the research. Once the problem has been defined, a set of

objectives has to be determined to formally describe the solution provided by the

research study. During the execution of this stage, problem alternatives and context

constraints have to be rigorously evaluated. In P.I, the problem was defined as a mobile

robot comfortably navigating in a socially-populated scenario. In P.II, the problem was

defined as a social robot improving its performance, taking into account the context

information. Finally, in P.III, the problem was stated as evaluating the effects of

cognitive architecture components in a social navigation system. The global objectives

have been defined in Section 1.2.

23
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Figure 3.1: Methodology followed by the present thesis following the spiral model of the

software process [Boehm (1988)].

2. Construct the hypothesis. Based on the objectives previously determined, a hypothesis

is formulated in this phase. The hypothesis has to be able to provide an outcome that

reflects the proposed problem and objectives. In this phase, it is important to review

and investigate the state-of-the-art to properly place the study in the scientific ecosystem

and take advantage of past work. The alternatives found in related projects have to be

evaluated, and the risks involved have to be properly assessed. In P.I, the hypothesis was

formulated that a social robot can be more social and comfortable for humans using Social

Navigation techniques. P.II hypothesised that a social robot can improve its performance

using context-awareness techniques. In addition, P.III hypothesised that the navigation

algorithm and the decision-making system influence Social Navigation.

3. Build prototype. This step incurs the development of software components that can

satisfy the defined objectives and comply with the requirements of the hypothesis. The

resulting prototype has to be mature enough to be able to withstand stable

experimentation. The particular results obtained in the following phases have to be taken

into consideration during the execution of this stage to properly implement the
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functionality in the prototype. In P.I, the basis of proxemic-based navigation framework

was established, including integration with a human-mood detector. P.II involved the

development of a context-awareness component as well of the context knowledge

representation module. P.III involved the improvement of the proxemic-based

navigation framework to be more dynamic and adaptive to the context.

4. Test and results. In this phase, the prototype is carefully tested. To provide the required

validity for the study, a set of experiments is defined and performed. Preliminary tests

usually involve simulated environments or models, while more advanced experiments

are carried out in controlled laboratory environments or field/production domains. In

P.I, the experimentation was carried out in a simulator, a controlled laboratory with real

participants, and in a competition environment. In P.II, the experimentation was carried

out in a simulator. Finally, in P.III the experimentation was carried out in a simulator and

a controlled laboratory with real participants.

5. Verification and discussion. This stage concerns the validation of the proposed hypothesis

based on the data collected in the previous phase. The information must be processed to

find usable insights, i.e., graphs, tables, and metrics. Also, the benefits and drawbacks

of the proposed approach have to be extensively discussed to provide a rigorous outcome

that verifies the original hypothesis. In P.I - P.III, complete validation and verification

were carried out, providing extensive results in the form of plots, graphs, and tables.

There a detailed overview of the approaches is shown. Moreover, the metrics used in P.I

and P.III experiments are specific for the social navigation field, and they are detailed in

Section 4.1.

6. Next-phase-planning and/or scientific dissemination. During this final stage, general

conclusions are extracted, and the subsequent phases are planned. As in common

research studies, the results and gatherings can be shared and disseminated to the

scientific community. Since every publication is related to the previous one in

chronological order, the problem definition and hypothesis formulation for every work

P.I - P.III have resulted from the knowledge acquired in previous developments.

The described steps constitute one unique cycle of the spiral model. According to the

research study or project, one or more cycle rounds ought to be carried out. In the context of a
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research work aimed at a production application, the proposed methodology includes some

different phases. These phases are: the detailed system’s design, extensive unit testing,

integration and tests, acceptance test, and deployment and maintenance. As described above,

P.I - P.III followed the proposed methodology to reach the objectives established.



Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

This chapter presents a description of the approaches proposed in publications P.I - P.III

towards achieving the research objectives of this doctoral thesis, presented in Section 1.2.

Additionally, general analysis and discussion of the results obtained in the experimental tests

performed are provided. The main contributions C.1 - C.9 are listed in Section 1.3. If readers

require additional information, they are encouraged to consult the published works P.I - P.III,

which are included as part of this thesis by compendium, as well as the complementary

publications which have been briefly explained in this dissertation.

4.1 Metrics

A brief exposition of the metrics used to show the results is detailed in this section. The metrics

used to evaluate the experiments are well-known in the social navigation field [Kostavelis et al.

(2017); Okal and Arras (2016); Fernández Coleto et al. (2019)] and were formally described

in [Vega et al. (2019)]. These metrics are: dmin, average minimum distance to a human during

navigation; dt, distance traveled; τ , navigation time; and Psi, personal space intrusions. These

metrics were computed as follows:

• dmin: Minimum value in each iteration of the person-robot Euclidean distance in the map.

• dt: Cumulative value of the difference between the robot position in t and t-1 at a

frequency of 10 Hz.

• τ : Elapsed time between start and iteration end.

27
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Figure 4.1: The variation of the personal zone radius represents the person’s attitude. From left

to right: positive, neutral, and negative.

• Psi: Percentage of the iteration time in which the robot occupies a proxemic zone

(personal or intimate). We consider that the robot occupies a zone when any part of the

robot base is inside the proxemic area.

4.2 Dynamic proxemic zones based on people’s mood

(Publication P.I)

In Publication P.I, a dynamic proxemic zone based on people’s mood was proposed and it

was compared with the state of the art in people-proxemic representation. Also, the proposed

approach was tested in a robotic competition. This section is in accordance with C.1 and C.9;

and fulfills milestones M.1, M.2, M.4 and M.5.

Publication P.I models the space around a person using a Concentric Circles Gaussian

function. It is a basic but powerful way to model the proxemic zones because it modifies its

radius to represent the context, i.e., a large radius means a more extensive zone and could

represent a person uncomfortable in robot’s presence. This publication is focused on

representing the intimate and personal zone, and these zones are treated as forbidden for the

robot. Figure 4.1 shows a comparison between the different proxemic radii and how the

person’s attitude is represented with this tool.

The proposed approach was compared with a traditional navigation method, where persons

are represented as obstacles, and with a state-of-the-art method [Lu and Smart (2013)], in which
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Figure 4.2: (Left) Experiment setup with the reference navigation waypoints and people’s

attitude: red for a negative attitude, gray for a neutral attitude, and green for a positive attitude.

The robot started at Waypoint 1, went to Waypoint 2, and finished at Waypoint 3. (Right)

Proxemic zones depending on the people’s mood. The path for traditional navigation is in

red, the path for Lu and Smart (2013)’s approach is in orange, and the path followed with our

approach is in blue.

the proxemic zones are static in a simulated scenario, Figure 4.2.

The results of the experiment by [Lu and Smart (2013)] and the proposed approach are

similar, Table 4.1. The main difference is seen when a person has a negative attitude. For this

reason, we evaluated these methods in a real experiment, Figure 4.3, with eighteen people aged

18–30. In a questionnaire, the participants determined that ”The distance between the robot and

me have been adequate” when the robot used the proposed approach. These results prove the

hypotheses H.1 and H.2.

Figure 4.3: An experiment with real participants to measure their comfort.
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Table 4.1: Social navigation metrics for the experiment of P.I; for each parameter, the mean

and standard deviation are provided in parenthesis. The bold numbers indicate a better result in

comparison with the other approaches.

Parameter Personal Zone Radius (m) ROS Navigation [Lu and Smart (2013)] Method Proposed Approach

dt(m) 87.33 (2.69) 104.00 (7.94) 107.00 (7.55)

τ(s) 11.80 (0.42) 11.96 (0.65) 12.58 (0.71)

dmin Person1 (m) 1.6 0.56 (0.04) 1.24 (0.04) 1.62 (0.01)

dmin Person2 (m) 0.6 0.48 (0.04) 1.10 (0.01) 0.85 (0.04)

dmin Person3 (m) 0.9 0.52 (0.05) 1.08 (0.12) 1.11 (0.05)

Psi (Personal) (%) 12.49 (8.99) 5.75 (9.96) 0 (0)

To conclude this section on the results of P.I, the proposed approach was tested in a

robotics competition, SciRoc 2019, in the ”Take the elevator” challenge. The challenge phases,

Figure 4.4, are described as follows:

1. The robot must go to an elevator. On its way, it will meet two people. One does not

want to interact with the robot, and another person actively attracts the robot’s attention.

The robot must maintain a dialogue with this second person.

2. The robot must wait for the elevator to arrive in a position that does not bother the other

people who are waiting, and allow the people arriving in the elevator leave.

3. The robot should navigate to a position in an elevator where it does not bother other

people, and allow people to get off the elevator at each floor.

4. The robot must exit the elevator when its floor arrives. It can face the people in the

elevator to ask abut the floor number.

Gentlebots, the team which the author of the present thesis by compendium was part of,

achieved 1st place in this challenge1.

1https://sciroc.org/challenge-description-2019/winners-2019-edition/

https://sciroc.org/challenge-description-2019/winners-2019-edition/
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Figure 4.4: ”Take the elevator” challenge of SciRoc 2019.

4.3 Context-awareness knowledge-representation system to

optimise robot tasks (Publication P.II)

In Publication P.II, a context-awareness knowledge representation as CGs was proposed to

model the world around the robot and to represent the context data. The system included a

Bayesian network to extract the context knowledge as probabilistic predicates from the context

graph. This section is in accordance with C.2, C.3 and C.9; and fulfils milestones M.3 and M.5.

Publication P.II proposed to develop a system, the probabilistic context system, to take data

from the environment and to feed a planner with probabilistic predicates. The probabilistic

context system has its own data representation module, based on the standard [ISO/IEC 24707

(2007)], to represent the context data as Conceptual Graphs. The probabilistic predicates may

represent, for example, the person’s location in a home. Thus, if the robot has to perform

a collaboration task with the person, it will not have to search through all the rooms to find

him/her, necessitating replanning after each unsuccessful task. In this way, the number of plans

is optimised, and the task execution time is reduced.

An expert system, with the person’s location based on time, was developed for the

experiments. Moreover, an auditory stimulus sensor was integrated into the system. The

method combined both data sources to estimate the person’s location in the home. Table 4.2

shows the comparison between the proposed approach and a baseline. In there, a reduction of

65% in the planning needed is shown, proving the hypothesis H.3.
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Table 4.2: Results comparison between classic planning and the approach in P.II.

Classic planning model Proposed algorithm

Missions accomplished in the experiment 225 225

Time to execute the missions (min) 194.20 56.94

Total distance (m) 3412.85 967.13

Number of planning requests 643 225

Number of actions required 1502 641

% of improvement in planning requests 65,007%

4.4 Impact of Decision-making Systems in Social Navigation

(Publication P.III)

In Publication P.III, a description of the developed proxemics-based framework was shown.

Moreover, the publication describes several alternatives to its integration in decision-making

systems common in cognitive architectures. The article includes an evaluation of each

alternative’s impact on a simulated robot interacting with a person. This section is in

accordance with C.5 - C.9; and fulfills milestones M.1, M.2, and M.5.

Static

Obstacles

People Filter

Inflation

Social

Master

Figure 4.5: Navigation stack’s result after adding the proposed layers.

The proxemics-based framework developed is integrated with the Nav2 system as layers of

the navigation stack. Figure 4.5 shows the proposed layers in orange: The People filter removes

the particles added by the previous layer (obstacles) corresponding to persons, and Social adds

the proxemic zones around persons to map.
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Figure 4.6: Layered cognitive architecture

Figure 4.6 shows a diagram of the cognitive architecture proposed in P.III. At the top, is

the deliberative layer. This layer could be composed of different decision-making approaches,

Behavior Trees, and I.A. Planning (PDDL). These approaches have been selected because of

their emerging expansion as mission controller systems to solve complex tasks in mobile and

social robotics. Thus, the article evaluates the different decision-making processes and how

they impact social navigation and general robot performance. Also, the different navigation

algorithms, already present in the Nav2 system, were evaluated in the context of social

navigation.

In addition to the evaluation discussed above, the article presents a novel proxemic zone

oriented to HRI and collaborative tasks. It is a configurable proxemic area containing the so-

called cooperation zone. The cooperation zone is located outside the intimate zone and inside

the personal zone, so the robot will keep a reasonable distance to avoid a collision and allow a
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comfortable and natural interaction, Figure 4.7

Figure 4.7: Our novel proxemic zone oriented to improve the human-robot activities. The values

and colour gradient indicate the gridmap cell cost (254 - 0) depending on the person’s distance.

The proposed zone, the cooperation zone, is a free cost zone.

Figure 4.8: TIAGo robot approaching a person in a controlled scenario.

The summary results of the evaluations are shown in Table 4.3. In general terms, the

combination of PDDL + TEB was the best performer for a social navigation application in

which a robot must approach a human to interact. This combination was tested in a real robot

with good results, figure 4.8. The publication P.III results prove the hypotheses H.4 and H.5.

4.5 Summary

Figure 4.9 summarises the main results of this thesis visually. In this thesis, complexity and

functionalities have been added to the robot with each publication or article until the objectives

set out in chapter 1.2 were met.
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Table 4.3: Author’s evaluation of decision-making and local planner algorithm examined in

P.III; 1 = Very poor, 2 = Poor, 3 = Acceptable, 4 = Good and 5 = Very Good.

Parameter PDDL-DWB PDDL-TEB BT-DWB BT-TEB

Reaction Time 4 4 3 3

τ , navigation time 1 4 2 5

Psi, Personal Space Intrusions 3 3 3 3

Psi, Intimate Space Intrusion 3 3 2 3

Distance To a Human 2 3 2 3

Distance Traveled 3 3 3 3

Accumulated cost 2 3 2 3

CPU Performance 3 4 3 1

Memory Performance 4 4 3 3

Network Performance 3 3 3 3

Robot state: Social Robot
navigating in a populated
and dynamic environment. 
Contribution(s): Dynamic
proxemic zones. 
Technique(s): Proxemics,
Navigation, DL 

AP.IIIAP.I AP.IV
P.II P.IIIP.I

AP.II

Robot state: Social Robot
processing context data to
optimize its tasks. 
Contribution(s): Context-
awareness representation
system. 
Technique(s): Context-
awareness, Navigation 

Robot state: Social Robot
performing collaborative tasks
with humans. 
Contribution(s): Dynamic
proxemic zones, Cooperation
Zone, Evaluation of decision-
making systems and navigation
algorithms in a social context. 
Technique(s): Proxemics,
Nav2, Benchmarking, Cognitive
Architectures 

SCIROC 2019

Figure 4.9: Results summary of the main publications that comprising this thesis comprises.

At first, in P.I., a social navigation system based on dynamic proxemic zones was

developed. The zone’ size varies with the people’s attitude. This work was tested in the SciRoc

2019 competition, winning the ”Take the elevator” challenge in which the robot had to interact

with people in a shopping mall and go up in an elevator. In AP.II and P.II a system to process

context or environment data was developed. This system improves robot task execution.

Moreover, a knowledge representation system was developed to improve the interpretation and

processing of these data. To ensure the scalability and the robustness of each proposed solution

to the different researches and challenges, it is necessary to integrate and orchestrate the
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proposed components in a software architecture. Moreover, this architecture is composed of

cognition components and is designed in a bio-inspired way, thus we have a cognitive

architecture. The architecture presented in AP.III was and will be the base of the already

mentioned next articles. The cognitive architecture provides us a common interaction interface

for intra-layer and inter-layer components, behavior activation and deactivation methods, task

planning solvers and finally, a mission layer interface to interact with external components,

i.e., visual information systems, audit tools or mission control.

The Nav2 system is described in AP.I, Nav2 is used as a robot navigation framework in

AP.IV and P.III. In these articles, we go in-depth into developing the proxemic-based

framework, allowing us to modify both its size and shape. In addition, a novel area, oriented to

HRI and collaborative tasks, is introduced. Finally, to integrate the proposed proxemic

framework in a cognitive architecture, it is important to evaluate the impact of the different

components on the system and the robot’s behavior. Thus, evaluations of different

decision-making systems and different navigation algorithms were performed in the context of

social robot navigation.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis by compendium proposes a novel proxemic-based navigation framework,

integrated into a cognitive architecture and ready to be deployed in real-world applications.

The presented framework has been mainly based on a dynamic, context-sensitive, and scalable

people representation method. Furthermore, the framework is composed of a

context-awareness knowledge system. However, this doctoral work presents applications and

methods that go beyond the state of the art by validating all the proposed methods in simulated

and real systems under realistic environmental conditions. In Chapter 1, the main research

question for this thesis was presented, namely What kind of adaptations in navigation behavior

are necessary when a robot is deployed in a real and human-populated environment?

Publications P.I - P.III share this thematic unity and present the techniques and results

needed to answer the proposed research question by accomplishing the different milestones of

this thesis. Table 5.2 serves as a reminder of the items presented along the dissertation path. In

publication P.I a human mood recognizer was integrated into the proxemic-based navigation

framework to change the proxemic radius based on the people’s mood. Thus, a robot can

navigate in a crowded scenario receiving people’s feedback, adapting to the context, and

improving people’s comfort. P.I also answers RQ.1 and RQ.2. It shows the proxemic zones’

size is modified during the HRI because of different factors. The people mood is one of the

factors that modifies the proxemic zones. Other factors could be age, the context of the

interaction, the current human activity or social-cultural factors. Publication P.II proposes the

integration of a context-awareness module in a social robot to optimize its tasks. Moreover, a

context-knowledge representation system based on conceptual graphs was developed in this

37
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Table 5.1: Summary of Research Questions and Contributions tackled in each publication

P.I P.II P.III AP.I AP.II AP.III AP.IV

RQ.1 X

RQ.2 X

RQ.3 X

RQ.4 X

RQ.5 X

C.1 X

C.2 X X

C.3 X

C.4 X

C.5 X X

C.6 X X

C.7 X

C.8 X

C.9 X X X X X X X

work. P.II answers the RQ.3. A context-awareness system feeds the social robot navigation

with crucial context information. The information about the users’ routines or user preferences

is vital to creating correct proxemic zones and, therefore, to improving people-comfort.

Publication P.III includes a brief description of the advances in the proxemic-based navigation

framework published in AP.IV as the use of an Asymmetric Gaussian function to represent the

proxemics or a novel proxemic zone in which to perform collaborative tasks: the cooperation

zone. Besides, in P.III two of the most widely-used navigation algorithms in the scientific

community and two decision-making systems were evaluated to show how the correct

selection of components may be decisive in a social navigation system. P.III answers RQ.4

and RQ.5 and completes the RQ.2 answer. A decision-making system influences the

performance of the task and how the task is developed. This effect may be significant in the

HRI task because the human participant could feel disgusted or frustrated if he/she tries to

interact with the robot and the tasks are not executed smoothly. For RQ.5, P.III concludes that

choosing the right controller algorithm is decisive for the task’s performance and user’s

comfort. Completing the previous RQ.2 answer, P.III shows that not only is the proxemic size

modified during an HRI but if a human wants to collaborate or needs help from the robot, its
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Table 5.2: Summary of publications, additional publications, research questions, milestones

and contributions.

P.I ”Social navigation in a cognitive architecture using dynamic proxemic zones”

P.II ”Depicting probabilistic context-awareness knowledge in deliberative architectures”

P.III ”Impact of Decision-making System in Social Navigation”

AP.I ”The Marathon 2: A Navigation System”

AP.II ”Using Probabilistic Context Awareness in a Deliberative Planner System”

AP.III
”Evolution of a Cognitive Architecture for Social Robots: Integrating Behaviors and Symbolic

Knowledge”

AP.IV ”Defining Adaptive Proxemic Zones for Activity-Aware Navigation”

RQ.1 What factors change people’s proxemic zones when interacting with a robot?

RQ.2 How are the human proxemic areas modified during the HRI?

RQ.3 How does the context-awareness influence in the social robot navigation system?

RQ.4 What are the effects of different behavioral decision-making systems in the social robot navigation?

RQ.5 What are the effects of the different local planners in the social robot?

M.1 People representation in maps

M.2 A people representation adaptable to the environment

M.3 Improvement of context data representation

M.4 Real-Environment Validation

M.5 Community Contribution

C.1 People’s influence area based on the perception of their attitude towards the robot thought cost maps.

C.2 Improvement in the robot behavior adding a context-awareness component.

C.3 Representation context-awareness information as Conceptual Graphs.

C.4 Evaluation of the new ROS 2 navigation solution.

C.5
A solution to represent people and their context in terms of personal space in a layer of the Nav2

system.

C.6 A novel proxemic zone to improve the collaboration tasks between humans and robots.

C.7
An impact evaluation of the different navigation and decision-making components in the social

navigation performance and how it affects human comfort.

C.8 A cognitive architecture with a correct scaling and adaptability to social complex challenges.

C.9 Contributions to the scientific field by making the results of this dissertation publicly available.
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proxemic zone is adapted to the situation, and can change the proxemic zone’s shape and size.

As detailed in Sections 4.2 - 4.4, all of the proposed milestones M.1 - M.6 were addressed

in publications P.I - P.III. The main contributions (C.1 - C.9) are provided in Section 1.3 and

are reflected in the appended publications as follows: Contributions C.1 - C.3 were provided in

publications P.I - P.II and contributions C.5 - C.6 in AP.IV and P.III. Contributions C.4 and

C.7, corresponding to evaluations or system benchmark, were addressed in AP.I and P.III.

Contribution C.8, corresponding to the cognitive architecture development and improvement,

was addressed in AP.III. Finally, contribution C.9 was presented in in the three main

publications as well as the additional publication in this thesis. Table 5.1 contains a visual

summary of the contributions and research questions tackled in each paper.

Section 4.5 gathers the main results of publications P.I - P.III and their interaction with the

Additional Publications appended to this thesis, Figure 4.9. This section describes the proposed

proxemic-based navigation framework evolution and how it has grown with each milestone.

This thesis began with a primary proxemic system that could modify the proxemic zone’s radii

using a human mood detector. Then, the system was enriched with a context-awareness module

and a context-knowledge representation system based on Conceptual Graphs. Thus, the system

relied upon a formal and accurate representation model to significantly increase the robot’s

performance.

Finally, the proxemic-based navigation framework was improved using Asymmetric

Gaussian functions to represent the proxemic zones, and a novel proxemic zone was presented

- the cooperation zone. This zone was designed to motivate the collaborative tasks and make

the robot more social and comfortable for humans. The approaches were evaluated in

simulated and real-world scenarios, including competitive scenarios. Because of this, it was

necessary from the beginning to integrate the proxemic-based navigation framework into a

cognitive architecture. This work includes evaluating various decision-making systems and

navigation algorithms to show the possible impact in the Social Navigation system and,

ultimately, in the robot behavior.

On this basis, though they contributed notably to the field, the developed technologies in

the present doctoral thesis resulted from research methods. Consequently, algorithms and

results correspond mostly to prototyping stages. They have been rigorously validated in

realistic conditions and are part of a constantly growing research field, which is simultaneously
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feeding society. On the one hand, Social Navigation, based on dynamic proxemic methods for

a robot that aims to interact with humans, has shown promising results. Nevertheless, the

proposed framework could be improved with new layers, i.e., a people trajectory-estimator or a

routine layer with the space-occupation estimation based on time. Furthermore, the system

could be feed with visual stimuli, i.e., detect a person using a wheelchair or a blind person with

a cane. This stimulus could be used as a data source to modify the size and shape of the

proxemic zones. From the cognitive architecture point of view, future work now turns to the

upper layers, exploring the social component’s influence on the mission planner.

From a general point of view, the research presented in this thesis can serve as a basis

for a large experimentation with people in a realistic environment, i.e., a shopping mall or a

restaurant, to evaluate the system’s performance and collect feedback from potential users.
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Abstract: Robots have begun to populate the everyday environments of human beings. These
social robots must perform their tasks without disturbing the people with whom they share their
environment. This paper proposes a navigation algorithm for robots that is acceptable to people.
Robots will detect the personal areas of humans, to carry out their tasks, generating navigation
routes that have less impact on human activities. The main novelty of this work is that the
robot will perceive the moods of people to adjust the size of proxemic areas. This work will
contribute to making the presence of robots in human-populated environments more acceptable.
As a result, we have integrated this approach into a cognitive architecture designed to perform
tasks in human-populated environments. The paper provides quantitative experimental results
in two scenarios: controlled, including social navigation metrics in comparison with a traditional
navigation method, and non-controlled, in robotic competitions where different studies of social
robotics are measured.

Keywords: proxemics; social navigation; social robotics; mobile robots

1. Introduction

We focus on social robots that operate in human-populated environments and can interact with
them. Although it is not yet common to live with a robot every day, this will soon be a reality. However,
there is still much to do to make these robots acceptable in our daily life.

In mobile robotics, the main objective of a navigation system is to allow a robot to move from one
point to another in the environment safely and efficiently. In this work, we focus on cases where the
environment is known a priori, and coded on a map. Having a reliable and stable location is critical to
the success of navigation. Most of the successful navigation approaches divide the navigation modules
into two levels: global planner and local planner.

The global planner calculates the route from the robot’s current position to the final position.
We can use multiple algorithms for this task: A* [1], Dijkstra algorithm [2], Gradient Methods [3], etc.
In our work, we used an A* algorithm for calculating routes on a cost map. A cost map encodes the
obstacles of an environment on a grid. There is a value that indicates that a grid cell is unknown,
a maximum value that indicates that there is an obstacle, and a minimum value that indicates that it
is clear. Intermediate values indicate the cost of going through this grid cell. They do not block but
involve a higher cost when calculating the route.

Sensors 2019, 19, 5189; doi:10.3390/s19235189 www.mdpi.com/journal/sensors
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The local planner is responsible for following the routes generated by the global planner
generating movement commands. It also has to avoid possible obstacles that are present on the
map. Among the algorithms used in these planners are Dynamic Window Approach (DWA) [4], Elastic
Bands [5], Timed-Elastic-Band [6,7], Trajectory Rollout [8], Genetic approaches [9,10], and mixed
approaches [11–13].

We developed [14] one level above to plan the movement of a robot through indoor environments.
We call it topological navigation. A robot may have to go through doors, climb elevators, or pass-through
access lathes. We used classical PDDL-based [15] planning to divide navigation into actions.
These actions can be simple (move_in_a_room and move_to_accessible_room), which only require
navigation, or more complex (open_door and call_elevator), which may require manipulation
or dialogue.

We integrate this topological navigation module in our cognitive architecture. Our architecture
allows developing software modules, such as the case of topological navigation, which provides
portions of PDDL to the application domain. Each module provides the implementation of each of
the actions, such as the actions described above. In addition, each module implements a set of skills
(perceptual or acting) that may be required to carry out the actions.

The challenges we face in social robotics are numerous. A robot is not perceived in the same way
by all humans. There are people more likely to interact with robots. Furthermore, some people are
bothered to be near a robot. A robot should respect people’s privacy, not accessing places where it
would be annoying for a person to find a robot (in a bedroom or a bathroom). A robot should not
cross areas of high activity of people, because it could be a hindrance (a kitchen, for example). A robot
should not trace routes through groups of people who are interacting, or areas that limit people’s
activities (a robot should not pass in front of the television if people are watching it, for example). If a
robot takes these factors into account when navigating, it will contribute to making people accept the
robot in living with people.

We consider that social navigation is also a robot skill at a higher level than a global planner.
A social robot must trace its routes using a map, but also with certain restrictions. The motivation is
that the robot disturbs people in the environment as little as possible while navigating. It should also
not pass near persons whose attitude towards the robot is not favorable. We develope in this paper a
social navigation module that inserts restrictions to the local navigation planner. We carry out this
duty by modifying the costs of the map cells used by the local planner. These restrictions are made
based on the mood of the people detected by the robot.

We develope our social navigation module as a module within our cognitive architecture.
We mainly implement the social_move action. To carry out this action, we develop several perceptual
skills to detect people, their intentions, and their humor, among other characteristics.

In summary, the main contributions of our work in this paper are:

• We model the area of influence of people based on the perception of their attitude towards the
robot. We code these areas in cost maps.

• We integrate a social navigation behavior in a cognitive architecture.
• We test our approach in a competition environment.

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we present all the works we consider relevant
in the area of social robotics. In Section 3, we briefly describe the cognitive architecture in which our
social navigation system is integrated. In Section 4, we present the complete social navigation system,
which is the main contribution of this work. In Section 5, we show experiments that validate our
approach. Finally, Section 6 contains the conclusions of this work.

2. Related Work

Social robotics is the area that studies the use of robotics technologies in a domestic environment
and research on better ways for the robots to adapt to daily human lives [16]. Within this area is the
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social navigation, a field of knowledge that works on improving the movements of a robot when it is in
a populated environment. This field has attracted broad interest in the last years [17–19]. The primary
motivation of social navigation is to disturb people as little as possible, in addition to following certain
social conventions that will be determined by culture, age, or context. The first works in this area
propose a virtual force model or social force model [20], in which authors model the forces acting on
a person that is walking in a crowded scenario as a combination of three forces, one to describe the
acceleration, another repulsive force to describe the distance to other pedestrian and borders, and the
last one to describe the attractive effects of the pedestrian target. A recent work in this line is in [21],
in which the authors used Social Force Model (SFM) to avoid humans in an urban scenario.

The use of emotions also could be significant in social navigation. The authors of [22,23]
established that emotions, particularly fear, influence the size of our personal space. Taking this
into account, robot navigation must be modified to ensure that they will be accepted by a society in
which many people are afraid or distrustful of robots. Another use of emotions in robotics is in [24],
where the authors proposed that a robot could change its navigation mode according to a collection of
different emotions that the robot could perform.

There are also learning-based methods (e.g., [25–27]), in which the robot learns from the human
behaviors when a person navigates in a populate scenario. It generates a set of parameters that are used
afterwards for planning or following a path in a socially accepted way. Tranberg Hansen et al. [28] used
a learn-based method to estimate if a person wants to interact with the robot. If not, the robot must
respect the personal space of the person and go out if it is invading it.

Other works propose the use of fuzzy logic [29] to achieve that a robot could accompany a person
for a corridor, avoiding cross in front of moving people, or the use of the proxemics theory [30] to solve
the problem of a robot stands in line with humans.

Proxemics theory is the basis of a large number of studies, mainly for its social and human-centered
focus. It defines the space around a person as different zones with different radii: intimate, personal,
social, and public. Some works use the proxemic zones to feed the global planner [31,32], creating
a social path to adapt its behavior to people and the environment. Our social navigation method,
conversely, modifies the local cost map achieving a reactive behavior and allowing that the global
planner could replan.

The proxemics theory does not describe areas with a fixed radius but defines areas that could
change according to the culture or age, among others. Some works address the problem of walking
in a corridor using proxemics theory as a base [33,34]. These works develop methods to follow the
social convention of keep on the right when walking in a corridor. However, our proposal is general to
any scenario.

In [35], the authors proposed an approach where the proxemic zones are dynamic and change
depending on the spatial context and human intention.

This paper focuses on improving the comfort [17] of people creating dynamic proxemic zones
that are modified by different parameters, i.e., attitude towards the robot, age, or presenting behavior
that indicates the intention of interact with it. Furthermore, the proxemics theory is given a similar
approach to Tranberg Hansen et al. [28], who used proxemic zones, not only for creating a forbidden
navigate zone for robots but also under certain conditions that allow human–robot interaction.

3. A Cognitive Architecture for Social Robots

Figure 1 shows the design on layers of our architecture. It is a concentric-layered design, with a
transversal component called knowledge graph. The knowledge graph stores the internal and external
knowledge of the robot, and it is accessible from any layer.

Tiers 1 and 2 mainly use symbolic information. Tiers 3 and 4 use subsymbolic information.
The central part of the architecture, at Tier 2, is a symbolic planner based on PDDL. Using PDDL,
we define what types, symbolic predicates, and actions can be used to solve a problem in a domain.
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This planner has a knowledge base, accessible from other levels, that contains the instances and
predicates of the current problem.

• Tier 1 states the instances and predicates of the problem to be solved. This level contains
hierarchical state machines that define the modes and behaviors of the robot at a high level.
We implement transitions between states by consulting predicates in the knowledge base.
We define goals for the planner in the states.

• When a state machine at Tier 1 establishes a goal, the planner at Tier 2 creates a plan using the
content of his knowledge base. The plan is made up of a sequence of domain actions. The planner
delivers the actions at Tier 3 one at a time. Each time an action indicates that it has been completed
successfully, the next one is delivered until the plan is finished. If an action finishes with error,
it forces a replanning.

• Tier 3 contains the implementation of the actions defined in the PDDL domain. This level is the
bridge between both paradigms. The planner activates actions according to the generated plan.
When activated, the planner passes the parameters to the actions (instances of a type). Usually,
the action must translate symbols into specific data. For example, a move action could receive
kitchen as a parameter. Then, the action must obtain the metric coordinate corresponding to the
kitchen symbol and send it to the navigation module.

On some occasions, the actions receive information extracted from the sensors, and send
commands to the actuators. Most of the time, the actions are too complicated and delegate
part of their operation to skills. The actions activate skills and monitor when they have carried
out their work.

• Tier 4 contains skills that can be activated from actions. The skills can be reused from any of
the actions. This level includes perceptual, attention, dialogue, and manipulation modules,
among others.

• The knowledge graph stores the information relevant to the operation of the robot. We design
this shared representation of data to disengage some components of others, especially between
different layers. An action in Tier 3 uses the result of computing a skill in Tier 4 by reading it from
the knowledge graph. Tier 1 can also use the symbolic information contained in the graph.

Knowledge Graph

Symbolic
Tier 1 

Planning
Tier 2

Actions
Tier 3

Skills
Tier 4

Robot HW
Tier 5

Figure 1. Layered cognitive architecture.

The elements of the graph are nodes and arcs. The nodes represent instances of a specific type.
The arcs can contain a text, or they can provide a geometric transformation.
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The relationship between the symbolic information that contains the knowledge base of the Tier 2
planner and the information of the graph is not direct. A process synchronizes the relevant information
in the knowledge base of the planner and the graph. We previously configure suitable types and
predicates. This process adds nodes to the graph when the knowledge base creates instances of a
relevant type. This process also creates arcs when the knowledge base inserts a relevant predicate. If the
predicate has two arguments of related types, the arc connects two nodes with a text corresponding
to the predicate. If the predicate has only one argument, it is a self arc (need_check arc in Figure 2).
Currently, the updates only go one way, avoiding updates from the graph to the knowledge base.
Figure 2 is the graph of a real application, and all the nodes and arcs (except “ask:”) correspond to
instances and predicates from the planner knowledge base.

leia
(robot)

Restaurant
(world)

Table_1
(table)

Table_2
(table)

Table_3
(table)

Jack
(person)

Mike
(person)

Coke
(drink)

Beer
(drink)

robot_at

sit_
at sit_at

table_at

table_at

table_at

contains

contains

need_check

(10.0, 5.0, 0.0)

(20.0, 5.0, 0.0)

(20.0, 15.0, 1.57)

(2
2.

0,
 1

5.
0,

 1
.5

7)

ask: order

(1
.0

, 0
.3

, 0
.0

)

Figure 2. Knowledge graph representing the internal and external knowledge of the robot. Ellipses
represent nodes with an ID and a type. Black lines are text arcs and blue lines are geometric arcs.

4. Social Navigation

The cognitive architecture just described integrates our navigation system. Figure 3 shows this
integration. Before the development of our approach, there were already actions in which the robot had
to navigate. The move action moves the robot from one point to another in the environment. The guide
action guides a person from one point to another in the environment, using its rear ultrasound sensor
to control whether the person follows the robot. The plans that include these actions also include the
open_door action in the case of going through doors. Both guide and move use the navigation skill,
establishing geometric coordinates as the destination.

We implement our approach through one action and several skills. This new action, social_move,
is available to be included in any plan that requires the robot to navigate between people. When this
action is activated, it also activates two skills: one to detect people, and another to maintain a dialogue
with them, in the case an interaction request occurs. We implement action social_move as a state
machine with two states, as shown in Figure 3 (right):

• In the navigating state, this action sends geometric positions to the navigation skill. In this case,
we activate a social layer, which we detail below.

• In the interacting state, the robot pauses navigation and initiates a dialogue with a person.
The transition to this state occurs when a person asks the robot to initiate a dialogue. The robot
stops and faces the person. Once the dialogue finishes, the robot continues navigating to
the destination.
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Symbolic
Tier 1 

Planning
Tier 2

Actions
Tier 3

Skills
Tier 4

Other 
Mode

Social
Mode

move ?from ?to - location

Navigation

People 
Detector

social_move ?from ?t - location

guide ?from ?to - location ?p - person

Motors

RGB-D Camera

Laser

open_door ?l- location ?d - door

Dialog

social_move ?from ?t - location

Navegating Interacting

Figure 3. The cognitive architecture (Left) and social_move action details (Right).

The above description analyzes how we integrate our approach into our cognitive architecture.
We implement the core contributions in the people detection skill and the social layer implemented
within the navigation skill, shown in Figure 4. Next, we describe in detail the design of both skills.

Global planner

Local planner
Local 

costmap

Map Server

Social
Layer

Robot Actuators

People Detector

Global 
costmap

Mood
Detector 

RGB-D Camera

Person
Detector 

+

laser

Im
ag

e 2
D

Im
ag

e 
2D

P
ointC

loud

Perceived persons
(3D pos and mood)

costmap

costmap

costmap
(with social info)

LaserScan

Costmap

Speed (lin, rot)

Costmap

Figure 4. Functional diagram of the proposed approach.

4.1. People Detector Skill

The people detector skill is responsible for detecting the position of people in coordinates of the
map reference axis. We represent this skill in Figure 4.

Within this skill, there is a component called person detector, which is responsible for detecting a
person within an image using a convolutional neural network. The input of this component is the 2D
image of the camera, and the output is a list of detections. Each detection contains a probability and
the coordinates, in image coordinates, of the bounding box of the detection.

The mood detector component takes the image as input and generates a list of emotions detected
in the faces existing in the image. Each detection contains a mood (positive, neutral, or negative).
It also contains the coordinates in the image of this detection.

Both outputs get combined to label the detected people with a mood. If a person is detected and
there is no emotion associated with it, we label it as neutral. The detected person is tagged as neutral
until this component detects a different mood. This information is persistent in time, and each person
is tagged with the last mood that could be detected of him.

Finally, we transform the bounding boxes in coordinates of the image into bounding boxes in
three dimensions. To carry out this process, we use the point cloud that corresponds to the image used
in the mood detection. The points that make up our point cloud and the pixels of the corresponding
2D image have the same position. An example of this detection is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Mood detector detecting different attitudes: (Left) positive attitude; (Central) neutral; and
(Right) negative attitude. .

4.2. Navigation Skill

The navigation skill uses the ROS navigation stack [36]. As described above, it consists of two
planners, global and local. The global planner calculates the route from robot current position to
target, and the local planner generates movements to follow this path, avoiding unexpected obstacles.
In addition, this system could be configured by adding new layers [34]. In this paper, we develop a
layer, social_layer. It modifies the local cost map adding the proxemic zones related to people.

Figure 6 shows a graphic comparison of the different proxemic areas and their size. These zones
are coding in the local cost map as Gaussian functions of concentric circles [19,37,38]. The parameter
of these Gaussian functions that changes according to the mood of the people is the covariance.
In summary, the personal zone radius of a person with a positive attitude towards the robot is 0.6 m,
for a person with a neutral attitude is 0.9 m, and for a person with a negative attitude is 1.6 m.
The personal zone radius for people with a positive or neutral attitude remains within the limits
presented in the literature [19] and, for people with a negative attitude, it is expanded further beyond
that limit. In this way, a personal zone is created in line with their negative attitude [22,23] towards the
robot, so that their comfort is not affected.

0'2

0'4
0'6
0'8

1
1'2
1'4
1'6
1'8

Figure 6. Personal zones details (m): red for a negative attitude, gray for neutral, and green for a
positive attitude.

With the proxemic zones added in the local cost map (Figure 7), as described in Algorithm 1,
and a target position established, the global planner will create a new path to reach the goal. The local
planner will generate the correct movements to keep the robot in the cell with less cost, and, because
of this, it will keep out of the personal zones of the people.
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Figure 7. People representation in a local cost map by: default in ROS (left); and using proxemic
zones (right).

Algorithm 1 Proxemic zones to local cost map.

1: while robot_navigates do
2: list People detected_people = get_detect_people_with_mood()
3: for all pi ∈ detected_people do
4: Float covar = get_covar_from_mood(pi.mood)
5: Cell person_cell = worldToMap(pi.position.x, pi.position.y)
6: setPersonalZone(local_costmap, person_cell, covar)
7: end for
8: end while

Using this approach, we can reach that the robot does not invade personal zones. Besides,
we enable the human–robot interaction if a person has a positive attitude. In the same way, we try
not to affect at all a person who is showing a negative attitude towards the robot. Figure 8 shows the
integration of the above two skills to create personal zones.

Figure 8. A person detected and positioned in the map with its proxemic zone.

5. Experiments

We tested the validity of our approach in two ways. First, we performed experiments in a
simulator. Secondly, we tested our approach in a more realistic environment in the SciRoc competition,
in which we participated in Milton Keynes in September 2019.

In the implementation of our architecture, we use ROSPlan [39] and BICA [40].
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ROSPlan is an IA planning framework, which uses popf [41] among other planners, and is
situated in Tier 2 (Figure 1. BICA is a toolbox to create software architectures for robots. Virtually all
the elements of our design are BICA components that perform different functions. A BICA component
is an independent process that can declare that it depends on other BICA components. When a BICA
component is activated, it automatically activates all its dependencies. When all components that
enable a dependency are deactivated, the dependence is deactivated. This mechanism is a simple way
to save computation time when the results of certain computations are not being used.

Finite state machines in Tier 1 are inside BICA components. As each state can declare a dependency
on other BICA components, we can create a hierarchy of state machines. Actions and skills are also
BICA components. An action declares some skills as dependencies. When the planner activates an
action, all its required skills activate.

5.1. Social Navigation in Simulated Scenarios

The tests in simulated scenarios were performed on a computer with an Intel Core i7-8550U 1.8
GHz processor with 16 Gb of DDR4 RAM and Ubuntu GNU/Linux 16.04 using Gazebo as simulator
and ROS as robot framework and a Jetson TX2 256-core GPU. YOLO [42,43] was used as the people
detector and EmoPy [44] was used as the emotion detector.

We used the metrics already established by the scientific community [45–47], formally described
in [48], to ascertain the efficacy of the proposed system: dmin, average minimum distance to a human
during navigation; dt, distance traveled; τ, navigation time; and Psi, personal space intrusions.
The navigation was done at a speed of 0.3 m/s [49].

We compared the proposed algorithm with the ROS traditional navigation since this navigation
system is the most widespread and used by the scientific community, and with the static proxemic
method described in [34].

In the first experiment, the robot started at Waypoint 1 (Figure 9), then it navigated to Waypoint 2,
and it finished going to Waypoint 3. In this case, the robot did not have information about the mood of
the people, so the attitude of everybody was neutral, and the radius of their personal area was 0.9 m.
Table 1 shows a comparison between both navigation systems.

1
2

3

Figure 9. (Left) Experiment 1 setup with the reference waypoints. The robot started at Waypoint 1,
went to Waypoint 2 and finished at Waypoint 3. (Right) Path for ROS traditional navigation in red and
the path followed with our approach in blue.

It can be seen that dt is slightly higher than the ROS default system, and the distance traveled is
longer. This result is justifiable by the social behavior that the robot has with the proposed system.
The robot does not invade at any time the personal area of people. Figure 9 shows the path followed
by the robot with both systems.
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Table 1. Social navigation metrics for Experiment 1: for each parameter its mean and standard
deviation are provided in parenthesis.The bold numbers indicate a better result in comparison with the
other approaches.

Parameter Proposed Approach ROS Traditional Navigation

dt (m) 47 (2.65) 38.67 (2.52)
τ (s) 8.96 (0.58) 8.84 (0.23)

dminPerson1 (m) 1.19 (0.14) 0.57 (0.02)
dminPerson2 (m) 1.05 (0.07) 0.51 (0.03)

Psi(Personal) (%) 0 (0) 15.57 (0.39)

As in Experiment 1, the robot started at Waypoint 1 (Figure 10), it navigated to Waypoint 2, and it
finished at Waypoint 3. Figure 10 shows the different moods of people of the scenario, and Table 2
shows the experiment results.

1
2

3

P1

P3

P2

Figure 10. (Left) Experiment 2 setup with the reference waypoints and people’s attitude: red for
negative attitude, gray for neutral attitude, and green for positive attitude. The robot started at
Waypoint 1, went to Waypoint 2, and finished at Waypoint 3. (Right) Proxemic zones depending on
the people’s mood. The path for ROS traditional navigation is in red, the path for the approach of Lu
and Smart [34] is in orange and the path followed with our approach is in blue.

Table 2. Social navigation metrics for Experiment 2: for each parameter, the mean and standard
deviation are provided in parenthesis. The bold numbers indicate a better result in comparison with
the other approaches.

Parameter Personal Zone Radius (m) ROS Navigation [34] Method Proposed Approach

dt (m) 87.33 (2.69) 104.00 (7.94) 107.00 (7.55)
τ (s) 11.80 (0.42) 11.96 (0.65) 12.58 (0.71)

dminPerson1 (m) 1.6 0.56 (0.04) 1.24 (0.04) 1.62 (0.01)
dminPerson2 (m) 0.6 0.48 (0.04) 1.10 (0.01) 0.85 (0.04)
dminPerson3 (m) 0.9 0.52 (0.05) 1.08 (0.12) 1.11 (0.05)

Psi(Personal) (%) 12.49 (8.99) 5.75 (9.96) 0 (0)

In this case, we can see how the traditional navigation of ROS invades the personal zones of
People 1–3, taking into account that Person 1 has a negative attitude towards the robot. Similarly,
the approach of Lu and Smart [34] invades the personal zone of Person 1, because it does not take into
account the attitude of people. The proposed approach adapts correctly to the environment and does
not invade any personal area.

Results from Lu and Smart [34] and our approach are similar. The main difference is produced
when a person has a negative attitude. For this reason, we evaluated these methods in a real experiment.

The experiment was conducted with real participants to assess their comfort using the approach
of Lu and Smart [34] and our approach. Eighteen people aged 18–30 participated (Figure 11). All of
them assumed the role of a person with a negative attitude towards the robot, who is afraid or who
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thinks that the robot could hit them. In each iteration, the robot performed two navigation rounds
in which it used each of the approaches. During the route, the robot encountered a person who was
obstructing its original trajectory and the robot had to avoid them. After each round, the participant
filled out a questionnaire indicating the type of approach used in each case. This information was
provided by the authors just before filling in the questionnaire. Then, that participant carried out the
second round of the experiment using the approach that had not been used in the previous round.
The measurement was a simple rating on a Likert-type scale [50] between 1 (“Completely disagree”)
to 5 (“Completely agree”). Table 3 shows the mode [51] of each item of the questionnaire and Table 4
shows the quantitative analysis of these results using the t-test method.

Figure 11. The experiment with real participants to measure their comfort.

Table 3. The questionnaire filled out by the participants of the experiment, highlighting in bold
the changes between the approaches. CD (Completely Disagree), D (Disagree), N (Neither agree or
disagree), A (Agree), CA (Completely Agree).

Item [34] Method Our Approach

“I have been comfortable with the presence of the robot.” D D
“The noise produced by the robot has bothered me.” D D

“The distance between the robot and me has been adequate.” CD CA
“The sudden movements of the robot have bothered me.” D D

“The robot has a human-like motion.” N N
“The robot behaves reliably.” N A

Table 4. T-student analysis applied to the results of Question 3 (“The distance between the robot and
me has been adequate.”).

[34] Method Our Approach

Mean 2.33 3.83
Variance 2 1.21

Observations 18 18
Pearson Correlation −0.76

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
Variance of the Differences 5.56

df 17
t Stat −2.7

P (T ≤ t) two-tail 0.015

In our questionnaire, we asked six questions aimed at the individual’s perception of the robot’s
behavior. Although there are no significant differences between the two samples for five of the
questions (1, 2, 4, 5, and 6), for Question 3, which is related to the proxemics in HRI scenarios,
the results after applying a t-student test (p < 0.05, particularly 0.015 in the two-tail sample, Table 4)
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shows that the application of our approach improves the people’s comfort and how they think that the
distance between them and the robot is more appropriate.

5.2. Social Navigation in Competition Scenario

Robotics competitions are useful because they present a common problem that is addressed
by several teams of researchers. In these competitions, metrics are established to measure the
robot’s performance, which allows comparing the investigations between the teams. In particular,
we participated in the “take the elevator” (https://sciroc.eu/e04-take-the-elevator/) challenge in
which the robot must integrate social navigation with other behaviors, Figure 12:

1. The robot must go to an elevator. On his way, he will meet two people. One does not want to
interact with the robot, and another person actively attracts the robot’s attention. The robot must
maintain a dialogue with this second person.

2. The robot must wait for the elevator to arrive in a position that does not bother the other people
who are waiting and allow the people arriving in the elevator to leave.

3. The robot should navigate to a position in an elevator where it does not bother other people,
and allow people to get off the elevator on each floor.

4. The robot must exit the elevator when its floor arrives. It can face the people in the elevator to
ask for the floor.

The people who judge this test are technical and non-technical volunteers who judge the
performance based on a mixed evaluation taking into account both robot performances and a user
evaluation that includes, among other things, their comfort when sharing their space with the robot.
We, as Gentlebots team and using TIAGo (http://pal-robotics.com/robots/tiago/) robot as robotic
platform, won the “take the elevator” challenge (https://sciroc.eu/winners-2019-edition/) in this 2019
edition of SciRoc.

Figure 12. “Take the elevator” challenge of SciRoc 2019.

6. Conclusions

Nowadays, it is not yet common to live or interact with a robot every day, although the scientific
community is working hard to make this a reality soon. Significant efforts are being made so people
feel comfortable when a robot shares space with them, and the use of proxemic zones to represent
people and their area is the most conventional way.

This work proposes the use of dynamic proxemic zones considering the attitude of people to
change their size. In addition, this skill has been integrated into a layered cognitive architecture to be
used in conjunction with other capabilities, such as the human–robot interaction system, in different
scenarios. Using our approach, the robot behavior when navigating in a social environment is
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improved. Its performance, compared with a traditional navigation system and a state-of-the-art
method, was demonstrated in the experiments.

Talking about the competition, in this challenge, participated robots such as Pepper (https:
//www.softbankrobotics.com/emea/en/pepper), a more attractive and social robot in aspect than
TIAGo. Our success is based on that; not only is the appearance essential in social robotics, but the
behaviors also play a fundamental role.

Future works include the improvement of the social layer to consider the age or the intention
to interact with the robot. In addition, the ability to recognize different types of humans could be
developed, such as older people with a cane, walker, or wheelchair to create proxemic zones with
different sizes.
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Abstract
Facing long-term autonomy with a cognitive architecture raises several difficulties for processing symbolic and sub-symbolic
information under different levels of uncertainty, and dealswith complex decision-making scenarios. For reducing environment
uncertainty and simplify the decision-making process, this paper establishes a method for translating robot knowledge to a
conceptual graph to later extract probabilistic context information that allows to bound of the actions present at the deliberative
layer. This research develops two ROS components, one for translating robot knowledge to the conceptual graphs and one
for extracting context knowledge from this graph using Bayesian networks. We evaluate these components in a real-world
scenario, performing a task where a robot notifies to a user a message of an event at home. Our results show an improvement
in task completion when using our approach, decreasing the planning requests by 65% and doing the task in a third of the
time.

Keywords Social robotics · Context awareness · Deliberative · PDDL · Conceptual graphs ·Metrics

1 Introduction

An autonomous social robotmust learn, understand, and exe-
cute tasks as human beings would in order to be useful in a
domestic environment. To perform these complicated tasks
it is needed to obtain and process information from the envi-
ronment, and convert this information to knowledge about
the scenario. However, to maintain this knowledge along the
time, it is necessary to establish a formal and accurate repre-
sentation model (Li et al. 2018) to significantly increase the
performance of our robot.
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Competitividad of the Kingdom of Spain under Project
RTI2018-100683-B-I00.
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The knowledge representation is “concerned with how
knowledge can be represented symbolically and manipu-
lated in an automated way by reasoning programs”, as was
formally defined in Levesque (1986). Based on this defini-
tion, arise different approaches of knowledge representation
consolidating the standard for common logic (International
Organization for Standardization 2007). As a fundamental
part of the standard are the conceptual graphs (CGs), Sowa
(1999) developed a version of them as an intermediate lan-
guage for mapping natural language questions and assertions
to a relational database. Over the years, different updates or
modifications of the standard has been published, classified
as researchCGs (Sowa 2008),whichmay be needed for a par-
ticular application and which may someday be added to the
standard. Recentworks are usingCGs to represent the knowl-
edge as Wallace and Kambouris (2016) where the authors
use them to integrate the software and the hardware systems
of their robotics framework, CONDOR, or Neumann et al.
(2014) where the authors represent the environment and the
skills of a waiter robot in a CG.

The goal of this research is to offer a representation of the
context in a knowledge graph and use them to optimize the
decision-making process at the deliberative layer based on
Planning domain definition language (PDDL) (Ghallab et al.
1998). Particularly, the idea is to deal with it from a bio-
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inspired perspective. The robot has to proceed with a set of
behaviors to reach a goal, thus, authors asGomez-Marin et al.
(2014) define the behavior concept fromabiological perspec-
tive, as those egocentric and allocentric actions performed in
an organized temporal sequence due to internal and external
reasons. Although we are already managing the internal rea-
sons using a motivational architecture (Rodríguez-Lera et al.
2018), the variability of the environment continues adding
difficulties when facing long-term and complex tasks. As
Gómez pointed out, three main features define an animal
behavior, however,we consider that these three properties can
be easily transferred to a robot system: (1) relational, it inter-
acts with the environment, (2) dynamic, it presents changes
along the time, and (3) highly dimensional, that presents the
behavior as something complex and unpredictable.

To facilitate the generation of behaviors in a human–robot
interaction scenario, thus producing accurate and natural
responses to human behaviors, a robot should understand the
user’s context. In this way, to recognize and label the user
activity is a cornerstone for any autonomous Social Robot
providing services at home (Zhu and Sheng 2011). For years,
the activity context identification has beenused for enhancing
robot performance and particularly the deliberative system
(Liao et al. 2006).

1.1 Contribution

This paper shows the current status of team efforts for offer-
ing context awareness in social robots. It seeks to add a new
skill to the robot, particularly to manage the inferred activity
context generated by Bayesian networks during the deploy-
ment of autonomous robots in home-like scenarios.

The main contributions compared to previous works are
divided into two, scientific and technical:

– Scientific A tool for context-awareness representation in
a hybrid cognitive architecture through the use of con-
ceptual graphs.

– Scientific Validation of this knowledge representation
tool on a robot.

– Scientific Implications of using contextual information
on the knowledge representation graph.

– Technical The authors are releasing a ROS wrap for
OpenMarkov, an open-source software solution for gen-
erating probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) (Bermejo
et al. 2012; Arias et al. 2012, 2019). The wrap uses
Python for connecting the OpenMarkov models to cur-
rent developments. This wrap feeds OpenMarkov with
findings and extracts the probabilistic information from
it. This information is inserted into the knowledge graph
and transformed into PDDL probabilistic predicates to
optimize the planning.

1.2 Paper organization

The work presented here presents and discusses both contri-
butions.At first, Sect. 2 defines the graph develop to represent
the knowledge and which elements are constituted. Section 3
defines the proposed architecture formed by different layers
responsible for the decision-making process or the behavior
generation. In there is embedded the probabilistic context
system which extracts the knowledge from a conceptual
graph to provides probabilistic predicates to the PDDL plan-
ner. Section 4 describes the performance of the system when
offers symbolic predicates in comparison with a baseline
architecture. Section 5 presents an analysis of the experi-
ment results and their implications. Finally, conclusions are
presented in Sect. 6.

2 Knowledge representation

This paper proposes to present the environment knowledge of
the robot using graphs. The graph works as a blackboard, as
classic approaches used by other researchers in their cogni-
tive frameworks (Cacciabue et al. 1992). The graph explicitly
presents a set of representation elements able to explain
the current status of the robot according to new incoming
information from its sensors. It allows sharing information
between the subsystems that compose the robot. Besides, it is
interpretable by humans either a developer with knowledge
of the system or by untrained people that want to know why
the robot is doing an action. The approach implemented here
adapts the conceptual graph (CGs) standard and the canonical
formation rules (Sowa 2008). This research proposes the use
of CGs representation because they allow for representing
logic-based knowledge and allows reasoning.

The authors have explored other novel techniques for
knowledge representation (Rodríguez-Lera et al. 2018).
However, graph mechanisms are the most extended (Manso
et al. 2015) given their formalization possibilities.

2.1 Elements

Conceptual graphs are commonly used for presenting seman-
tic information of high-level concepts, simplifying the
process of information retrieval, sharing, and extraction.
Besides, it eases the process of present information and its
relationships. As in any other graph-based approach, there
are two main elements: nodes and arcs. In this case, we have
simplified and adapted the types of each one of them for
the sake of the research. Although CG proposes rectangles
for concepts and ovals for relations, we have joined the oval
information with the link, for the sake of simplifying the
representation and the implementation phase.
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Nodes are pieces of knowledge in the model. All nodes
are unique and are meant for their own. A node is the small-
est unit of knowledge in our application, and it cannot be
split into minor nodes. Some nodes represent high levels of
abstraction, such as the concept of theWorld. The nodes rep-
resent four main particular elements: named people, robots,
objects, and location.

Arcs have the role of defining information about a node.
These arcs present inner information about a nodeor informa-
tion about their relationship with other nodes. This research
has been inspired by the concepts presented in Jaramillo et al.
(2006). Figure 1 shows an example illustrating the arcs and
the links between themselves and the other nodes.

Thus, the arcs could be of three types: dynamic, structural,
and contextual.

– A dynamic arc is presented in Fig. 1 with the action label
that presents the information of an action running on a
node or against other nodes. Dynamic arcs are divided
into two: those associated with a process and those asso-
ciated an evidence.
Dynamic process-type arcs are in essence those actions
that have associated a process along the time such as fol-
low someone or grab something. They are represented
by a verb that guides the role and robot behavior of the
connection between that node and another node or itself.
A dynamic evidence-type arc defines a piece of informa-
tion supported on events triggered by facts. This type of
arc presents information about a node or the relationship
with another node. It does mean to present information
such as sees an object or a human.

– A structural arc presents information about a node loca-
tion overtime or a node position against another node.
Also, it can store the probability of the represented loca-
tion. Figure 1 presents these arcs with the position label.
The actions, at the implementation level, it is presented
using again symbolic information using keywords such
as is in or located in.

– The contextual arc presents information about something
that is happening in the environment. This information
is inferred by our context-awareness component, which
feeds the knowledge database of the robot scenario. This
contextual information could be applied to any node,
however, this research focuses on contextual informa-
tion extracted from human–robot scenarios (even when
the robot is not involved during the human action).

The process of populating the graph starts from the PDDL
that defines all information involved during the robot deploy-
ment, Fig. 2 shows an example of the conversion. The nodes
would be connected or not during the initial steps of the
knowledge graph and their inclusion depends on the available

Structural

Structural

Structural

Structural

Dynamic

Dynamic

Dynamic

Dynamic

context

contextHuman

Location Robot

Object

Fig. 1 Knowledge representation using graphs. Blue for structural arcs,
black for dynamic arcs, and red for context arcs. (Color figure online)

behaviors. Any software component available in the system
can update the information about node existence, node posi-
tion in the world, and the robot action associated with a given
node. In addition to this, all the processes involved should be
dumped into a register and should define basic trust require-
ments.

2.2 Example

This section illustrates our approach of a conceptual graph
employing an example running on the robot. At a high level,
conceptual graphs are independent of any notation, but the
formalism associated with them can be represented in differ-
ent formal concrete notations. This feature will allow us to
interchange information between the graph and the deliber-
ative layer. Thus, the graph provides symbolic information
for the deliberative layer.

Figure 3 presents a practical example of a real-world sce-
nario under a simulated environment. A general explanation
defines a location node (kitchen) where there are three pieces
of knowledge: an object node (table), one human and one
robot. The robot is checking its sensors, sees a table, and
talks to Jack, which is sweeping.

The next step consists in transferring the information
between the graph and the planning system. Thus, when the
knowledge representation is presented as CGs as their inter-
nal representation, it is possible to transform this information
using one of the conceptual graph interchange form (CGIF).
It is defined in the standard as a dialect of common logic
to express the semantics of the graph. CGIF was selected
because it can be translated to another logic-based formal-
ism. In particular, given our deliberative approach, it will
transform the graph into PDDL.

The next listing of code defines the CGIF representation
for Fig. 4:
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Fig. 2 Conversion example
between PDDL predicates and
graph relations

   robot_at   

karen
(robot_at ?r - robot ?p - place)

robot_at karen kitchen kitchen

check_sensors

karen
(check_sensors ?r - robot)

check_sensors karen

Fig. 3 A simulated home scenario

[Robot: Sonny *x] [Person: Jack *y]
[Place: Kitchen *z] [Objects: Table *w]

((talks ?x ?y)
(sees ?x ?w)
((is in ?x ?z) (is in ?w ?z) (is in ?y ?z))
(is near ?x ?y)
(checks sensors ?x))
[Proposition: (context ?x ?y ?z ?w [cleanup])

3 Framework description

The use of a cognitive architecture allows a robot to per-
form real, long-term, and high variability tasks thanks to
the different tools that typically offer: long-term memory or
knowledge representation.

In our previous research, we proposed a hybrid frame-
work (Reactive–Deliberative) that integrated components
that extracted knowledge of the environment for enhancing
planning capabilities reducing the decision making process
(Clavero et al. 2019).

Figure 5 shows the cognitive architecture design supported
on layers. It articulates the decision-making framework in
this research. It is a concentric five-layer design, with a
transversal component called knowledge graph. The knowl-
edge graph explained above, stores the internal and external
knowledge of the robot, and it is accessible from any layer.
Tier 1 and 2 mainly use symbolic information and could be
associated with the deliberative layer in a hybrid framework.
Tier 1 is composed of finite state machines (FSMs). In each
state, is set the goal to be achieved by the robot. The central

Jack

Kitchen Sonny

Table

is in

is in

is in

is near

check sensors

Home management

sees

talks
jack

kitchen sonny

table

person at

object at

robot at

is near

check sensors

CAI : home management

sees

talks

Fig. 4 (Left) An example of a piece of knowledge representation using the developed tool. (Right) The above knowledge representation translated
to PDDL-base arches
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Fig. 5 Probabilistic context
system in the cognitive
architecture (Gins et al. 2019). It
takes the context awareness
information from the knowledge
graph to feed the planning tier

part of the architecture, at Tier 2, is a symbolic planner based
on PDDL that generates the plan and executes it by deliv-
ering the action to the next tiers. Using PDDL, we define
what types, symbolic predicates, and actions can be used to
solve a problem in a domain. This planner has a knowledge
base, accessible from other levels, that contains the instances
and predicates of the current problem. Tier 3 and 4 use sub-
symbolic information and contain the specific actions and
skills of the robot. Finally, Tier 5 defines the physical world,
particularly the robot sensors and actuators. These last three
layers could be associated with the Reactive layer in a hybrid
framework. A detailed explanation of the architecture was
presented in Gins et al. (2019).

The proposed contribution, the probabilistic context sys-
tem, takes data from the environment to feed the planner with
probabilistic predicates. To do this, the probabilistic context
systems performs communications with 2 different systems:

– Communications with the knowledge graph The compo-
nents of the different layers add Evidence arcs with the
inferred information from the sensor’s data. Moreover,
the output probabilities of the inference module will be
represented in the graph in the shape of structural arcs
with a probability, and the context information inferred
will be represented in the shape of CAI arcs.

– Communications with the planning tier, Tier 2, to con-
vert the probabilities showed in the knowledge graph into

PDDL functions. The planner systemwill use these prob-
abilistic predicates to generate a plan that will be used to
perform the mission. Figure 6 shows a schematic repre-
sentation of the communications above explained.

Figure 7 shows the information flow since the system pro-
cess the sensor’s data until the probabilistic predicates are
inserted in the Planning system:

– Finding producer A module that takes the information
from the data sources, such as the output of the neural
network with the classification of the sounds, the time,
or the position information produced by wearables, and
it establishes an arc with each of this evidence.

– OpenMarkovROS The inference module. It takes the dif-
ferent evidence represented in the knowledge graph and
it feeds the BayesianNetworkwith this information. This
networkhas beendevelopedusingOpenMarkov tool. The
system receives the output from the Bayesian Network,
a set of probabilities. The context awareness information
is represented in the knowledge graph as CAI arcs, and
the location probability is represented as structural arcs.

– Graphprob extractorAmodule that obtains the structural
arcs with an associated probability from the Knowledge
Graph and transforms them into PDDL predicates. These
predicateswill be inserted in the knowledge base and they
will be used in the planning phase.
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(person_at ?p - person ?l - place)
(= (person_at John kitchen) 0.84)

person_at 0.84  

john kitchen
variable: "HumanLocalization",

[[ state: "kitchen", value: 0.84 ], ... ]

Fig. 6 The output probabilities of the inference module are transformed to PDDL predicates

Context Awareness
Information

PDDL
Knowledge Base

 finding  

(=(person_at_prob Jack kitchen) 0.84)
(=(person_at_prob Jack bedroom) 0.16)

PY4J
EntryPoint

OpenMarkov

OpenMarkov
ROS Node

OpenMarkovROS

Jack

bedroom

kitchen

robot

TimeOfDay: 21
{Evidence}

Graph Prob
Extractor

Jack

bedroom

kitchen

robot person_at 0.16

person_at 0.84

TimeOfDay: 21
{Evidence}

CAI: Meal
preparation and

cleanup

Finding
Producer

{Evidence}
Arc

Fig. 7 Probabilistic context system. Information flow to add a new evidence in the OpenMarkov model to extract the inferred probabilities. This
probabilities will be transformed into PDDL predicates to optimize the plan

3.1 Probabilistic planning

The planner is shown in detail in Fig. 8 and it composes the
Tier 2 of the proposed architecture. In our case, it follows
the PDDL 2.1 (Fox et al. 2011) standard, which allows us to
use durative actions and functions. Durative actions are non-
atomic actions that will enable you to specify when your
requirements are evaluated (at the beginning, at the end, or
during the entire execution). Also, the functions allow us to
associate a numeric value to an existing predicate, as we have
done in the previous section.

Both the PDDL model (where data types are defined, the
types of predicates and actions) and the current state (the
problem) are stored in the knowledge base. Each time a plan
is required, the plan is generated based on the content of the
Knowledge Base.

Finally, the concept of the metric in PDDL. Metrics in
PDDL allow generating a plan improving the value of a func-
tion that is part of the result of an action. In the next example,

Fig. 8 The planning system

the planner systemwill generate a planmaximizing the value
of the PDDL function total-prob:

add_metric("maximize", "total-prob")
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An action that uses an output of the probabilistic inference
module accumulates this value as a result of its application.
Next example would find a person in his most probable loca-
tion:

(:durative-action find_person
:parameters (?r - robot ?p - person ?l - location)
:duration ( = ?duration n)
:condition ()
:effect (and

(at end(increase (total-prob) (person_at_prob ?p ?l)))
(at end(person_founded ?p))

)
)

Considering that the knowledge base stores two functions
with the location probability of John,

(= (person_at_prob John kitchen) 0.6)
(= (person_at_prob John bedroom) 0.4)

And the goal is person_founded John, in addition to estab-
lishing the above metric add_metric(“maximize”, “total-
prob”), the final result is the robot executing the action
find_person into the kitchen, since is the most likely loca-
tion, to achieve the goal person_founded John.

4 Experiments

To evaluate the proposed system, a comparison will be made
with a system that has navigation and task planning modules
but does not use metrics for plan optimization. Both sys-
tems use the graph as a knowledge representation tool, so the
experiment will focus on how the use of context-awareness
knowledge influence the performance in the execution of a
long-term task. 225 missions have been executed with each
of the systems.

4.1 Use case

Our experiments to validate the proposed algorithm aims the
use case of a service robot in a home must notify one of the
tenants that he or she will receive a package. To accomplish
this, the robot has to be in the same room that the receiver
of the notification, because of this it should search the whole

Table 1 Stimuli producers and
their location

Object Location

Tv Living room

Microwave Kitchen

Cistern Bathroom

Exit door Outdoor

No

house, and once there give him the message using a voice
command. This task involves perception, human–robot inter-
action, and navigation skills.

4.2 Experiment setup

The experiments were performed on a computer with an
Intel Core i7-8550U 1.8 GHz processor with 16 GB of
DDR4 RAM and Ubuntu GNU/Linux 18.04 using Gazebo
(Koenig and Howard 2004) as simulator and ROS Melodic
as robot framework. The robot model used in the experiment
was a Turtlebot2, a differential robot with a circular base.
The authors have used the ROS navigation stack (Marder-
Eppstein et al. 2010), without modifications, with dynamic
window approach (DWA) (Fox et al. 1997) as the local plan-
ner and Navfn (Latombe et al. 1991) as the global planner.
In the planning tier, the authors have used ROSPlan (Cash-
more et al. 2015). ROSPlan is an IA planning framework,
which uses popf (Coles et al. 2010) among other planners to
generate a plan.

4.3 Scenario

The domestic scenario, simulated with Gazebo, is composed
of 4 rooms, kitchen, bathroom, bedroom, and living room,
Fig. 3. Also, people may not be in the house. The auditory
stimuli that the robot receives and the time of day will be
simulated. Table 1 shows the relation between the sound pro-
ducer’s objects and their location.

4.4 PDDL domain

The actions and functions used during the experiments and
involved in the proposed solution are shown below:
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Fig. 9 OpenMarkov network for the experiment. The inputs of the network are the time of day and the classification of an acoustic signal and the
outputs are the probability of the location and activities of daily living (ADL)

(:predicates
(person_at_room ?p - person ?room - room)
(person_not_founded ?p - person)
(robot_at ?r - robot ?wp - waypoint)
(robot_at_room ?r - robot ?room - room)

)

(:functions
(person_at_prob ?p - person ?room - room)
(total-prob)

)

(:durative-action navigate
:parameters (?r - robot ?from ?to - room

?wp1 ?wp2 - waypoint)
:duration ( = ?duration 10)
:condition (and

(at start(robot_at_room ?r ?from))
(at start(robot_at ?r ?wp1))

)
:effect (and

(at start(not(robot_at ?r ?wp1)))
(at start(not(robot_at_room ?r ?from)))
(at end(robot_at_room ?r ?to))
(at end(robot_at ?r ?wp2))

)
)

(:durative-action look_for_person
:parameters (

?r - robot
?p - person

?room - room)
:duration ( = ?duration 1)
:condition (and

(at start(robot_at_room ?r ?room))
(at start(person_not_founded ?p))

)
:effect (and

(at end(not(person_not_founded ?p)))
(at end(person_at_room ?p ?room))
(at end(increase

(total-prob) (person_at_prob ?p ?room))
)

)
)

(:durative-action talk_w_person
:parameters (

?r - robot
?p - person
?room - room)

:duration ( = ?duration 1)
:condition (and

(at start(robot_at_room ?r ?room))
(at start(person_at_room ?p ?room))
(at start(person_at_home ?p))

)
:effect (and

(at end(msg_delivered ?r ?p))
)

)
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4.5 Bayesian network

Figure 9 shows theBayesian network designed to validate the
proposed system. The probability table of the HumanLocal-
ization variable is based on an expert system designed from
a questionnaire and on an expert system based on the loca-
tion of the stimuli producers. The questionnaire was filled by
47 people, with ages between 19 and 70 and with jobs from
different sectors. The questionnaire inquired about in what
room is each participant based on the time of day. Table 2
shows the results of the questionnaire.

4.6 Experiment progress

The experiment starts with the robot in the initial position. At
first, a randomTimeOfDay evidence and an auditory stimulus
are generated. This pair of evidence determineswhere is Jack.
In case a no auditory stimulus was generated, the system only
uses the TimeOfDay evidence and the position of Jack will
be determined using the expert system showed in Table 2.
Then, the robot has to find Jack to give him a notification. To
do this, the robot will move to a room, checks if Jack is in,
and if he is in give him the notification. Note that, the system
has to generate a plan and perform the plan actions until Jack
was found. An example of a generated plan is shown below:

Resorting to best-first search
b (2.000 | 1.000)b (1.000 | 1.000)
; Plan found with metric 0.840
; States evaluated so far: 73
; Time 0.02
0.000: (navigate sonny outdoor bathroom wp_outdoor wp_bathroom) [10.000]
10.001: (look_for_person sonny jack bathroom) [1.000]
11.002: (talk_w_person sonny jack bathroom) [1.000]

As mentioned in Sect. 3 this plan is generated based on
the different PDDL functions stored in the knowledge base
and maximizing the probability of finding Jack.

4.7 Comparison with baseline

To compare the proposed system with a baseline, the authors
selected a set of parameters: the time to accomplish the task,
the distance traveled during the task, the number of planning
requests, and the number of actions performed to accom-
plish the task. Figure 10 shows the comparison between the
baseline and the proposed system in each of the 225 itera-
tions of the experiment. Finally, Table 3 shows a comparison
between the approaches, based on the data collected overall
the experiment.

Figure 10 shows how the planning requests have been
reduced from3 to 1 in themedian and how it has been reduced
in a 65%, based on the data from the overall experiment, with
the proposed approach. The reduction in the number of plans
required has meant a reduction in the number of executed
actions, the execution time of the mission, and the distance
traveled by the robot. Furthermore, the figures of the time to
execute the mission and the actions executed to perform the
mission contains outliers. These outliers correspond to the
situation inwhich the user is not in the house. In this situation,
the planner doesn’t plan any movement action, because of
this the number of performed actions is 2 and the time to
accomplish the mission is around 5 s. In the same situation,
and using the baseline system, the planner would generate
plans to go through each of the rooms in the house and it
would finally fail because it has not found the user.

5 Discussion

The crux of any long-term challenge is tomaintain a trade-off
between performed behaviors and mission accomplished. If
the robot has to do a huge number of actions to satisfy user
needs, the architecture lacks good performance and arises
several issues such as undesired behaviors and battery drain
problems.

There are several approaches to reducing the planning load
at the deliberative layer. For instance, Malfaz et al. (2011)
apply amotivational component that optimizes how thedelib-
erative layer makes decisions, however, they do not measure
the improvement against an approachwithout it aswe present
here.

From the results, it is clear that the use of context-
awareness has a huge impact in the deliberative layer,
reducing the actions associated to perform a task, as well
as the number of plans triggered and time to execute a mis-
sion. As a result, other metrics such as traveled distance or
time involved in each mission are substantially reduced.

Thismay alter or improve aspects of human–robot interac-
tion, in particular, adaptability (De Graaf and Allouch 2013),
which is defined as the perceived ability of the system to be
adaptive to the changing needs of the user, the user has dif-
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Table 2 Expert system details
based on the questionnaire

Time of day Probabilities of to be in each location

Bedroom Living room Kitchen Bathroom Outdoor

00 0.765 0.170 0.043 0.0 0.021

01 0.936 0.043 0.0 0.0 0.021

02 0.957 0.0 0.0 0.021 0.021

03 0.957 0.021 0.0 0.0 0.021

04 0.957 0.0 0.021 0.0 0.021

05 0.915 0.0 0.043 0.0 0.043

06 0.638 0.043 0.064 0.170 0.085

07 0.447 0.128 0.170 0.106 0.149

08 0.085 0.085 0.213 0.085 0.532

09 0.021 0.128 0.064 0.021 0.766

10 0.021 0.085 0.043 0.021 0.830

11 0.043 0.106 0.000 0.0 0.851

12 0.043 0.085 0.021 0.0 0.851

13 0.043 0.085 0.064 0.043 0.766

14 0.021 0.085 0.234 0.0 0.660

15 0.064 0.213 0.128 0.0 0.596

16 0.085 0.255 0.064 0.021 0.574

17 0.085 0.277 0.021 0.021 0.596

18 0.043 0.319 0.021 0.021 0.596

19 0.043 0.426 0.128 0.064 0.340

20 0.043 0.426 0.213 0.085 0.234

21 0.064 0.383 0.447 0.064 0.043

22 0.255 0.617 0.064 0.021 0.043

23 0.532 0.404 0.043 0.0 0.021

Fig. 10 Summary of the
experiment per iteration
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Table 3 Results comparison
between classic planning and
our approach

Classic planning model Proposed algorithm

Missions accomplished in the experiment 225 225

Time to execute the missions (min) 194.20 56.94

Total distance (m) 3412.85 967.13

Number of planning requests 643 225

Number of actions required 1502 641

% of improvement in planning requests 65,007%

ferent routines and the robot should adapt itself to them, the
absence of this context recognition would decrease the pos-
itive perception of the robot and therefore, its acceptance at
home.

This paper faced the knowledge representation of reac-
tive and deliberative layers. Modern approaches point out
to ontologies as in Lemaignan’s work (Lemaignan et al.
2017) that deploys knowledge based on RDF triples in
the OWL sub-language, however, this study presents a
functional approach supported on Conceptual Graphs rep-
resenting information from applications such as ROS and
OpenMarkov, and they are closer to regular robotics devel-
opers.As a result,wehave the knowledgegraph,whichworks
in real-time along with the platform. The inclusion of new
arcs of context information to our knowledge graph does not
imply computational effects to our solution, although we are
exploring the low-level effects of these elements in a new
study.

Besides, reducing the search space at deliberative planner
using finite state machines as in Lima and Ventura research
(Lima et al. 2018) is a good approach, however, reducing
the search options using context information produces even
better results and task optimization.

Together, the present findings confirm that the use of
a context-awareness system optimizes robot performance
not only in perceived behaviors, task duration is drastically
reducedusing the same software solutions, but also in internal
events, reducing the number of planning calls at deliberative
layer, which implies an optimized autonomy of the social
robot in home-like environments.

Finally, it is necessary to highlight the development of all
experimental approaches using ROS as a software substrate.
The integration of OpenMarkov tool as a ROS component,
respecting the characteristics of the original application,
emphasizes the importance of presenting research solutions
for state of the art robots and systems.

6 Conclusions

Everyday, a human perform several activities at home that
define a set of contexts useful for the robot decision-making

process. This paper presents a tool for context representation
using the essence of conceptual graphs and logic princi-
ples and supported on planning domain definition language
(PDDL).

The solution address most of requirements for repre-
senting human–robot scenarios, not only physical objects,
individuals, robots, or locations but also actions, plans, and
context information. The solution interprets input informa-
tion and generates symbolic knowledge that can be used by
the robot.

In addition, in this step of the research the OpenMarkov
tool has been fully integrated in a ROS environment using
Py4j interface in order to establish communications between
the robotic middleware and the Bayesian Network tool.

Although the results presents a tool that performs well
in real environments, it is needed to perform an in-depth
test using huge context-aware Bayesian Networks models in
order deploy long-term robotics solutions. In addition, it is
also necessary to start adding learning engine in order to add
data in run-time to the Bayesian network in order to offer a
better plan refinement associated to each final user.
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Abstract
Facing human activity-aware navigation with a cognitive architecture raises several diffi-
culties integrating the components and orchestrating behaviors and skills to perform social
tasks. In a real-world scenario, the navigation system should not only consider individu-
als like obstacles. It is necessary to offer particular and dynamic people representation to
enhance the HRI experience. The robot’s behaviors must be modified by humans, directly
or indirectly. In this paper, we integrate our human representation framework in a cogni-
tive architecture to allow that people who interact with the robot could modify its behavior,
not only with the interaction but also with their culture or the social context. The human
representation framework represents and distributes the proxemic zones’ information in a
standard way, through a cost map. We have evaluated the influence of the decision-making
system in human-aware navigation and how a local planner may be decisive in this naviga-
tion. The material developed during this research can be found in a public repository (https://
github.com/IntelligentRoboticsLabs/social navigation2 WAF) and instructions to facilitate
the reproducibility of the results.

Keywords Social robot · Social navigation · Proxemic · Human-aware navigation ·
Cognitive architecture

1 Introduction

In recent years, robots have come out from factories and research laboratories and are begin-
ning to populate human-populated domestic and work environments. For years, researchers
have identified many challenges related to this presence and its perception by humans. In
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particular, we are interested in social navigation. This term’s social component refers to the
fact that this task has to consider people and the social conventions humans apply when
moving between and towards other humans.

The proxemic is the discipline that studies how we manage spaces in our social and per-
sonal interactions with other individuals. In robotics, many Human-Robot Interaction works
use this concept to create more natural and comfortable human interactions. Our research
applies the principles of proxemic in navigation. Our proposal goes beyond calculating the
distance between the robot and the people. We also assess the robot’s position to a person
when interacting with it, even while moving. We want a robot to guide, follow or accom-
pany a person alongside while moving. This work is encompassed within a research project
where the authors have been working on the following research problem: A social robot
aiming to interact with humans needs to adapt its navigation behavior when deployed in a
real-world environment.

However, so far, the authors have been solving four research questions (RQ):

– RQ 1: How are the areas of human-robot interaction modified at runtime?
– RQ 2: What factors change people’s proxemic zones when interacting with a robot?
– RQ 3: What are the effects of different behavioral decision-making systems in the

activity-aware navigation system?
– RQ 4: What are the effects of the different local planners in the activity-aware

navigation system?

Previous work explored an answer to question 2 [21], working with people’s moods to
adapt to the individual proxemic zones. In that study, the robot adapts the navigation system
avoiding personal distances when interacting with humans in a bad mood.

Besides, the study presented in [10] proposed a framework for adapting individuals’
proxemic shape and added a new layer called the cooperation zone, answering Research
Question 1. That work measured the time spent in different proxemic zones during the
human-robot interaction.

This paper is focused on questions three and four. It is examined and evaluated the effects
of the decision-making system over the human-aware navigation component. Besides, it is
explored the influence of different local planners in human-aware navigation performance.
Thus, the contribution of this paper is an explanatory and evaluation approach for analyz-
ing the cognitive architecture’s impact and measuring the performance. We will describe
the framework’s integration using two different approaches to decision-making systems:
Behavior Trees [13] and AI Planning [24]. Behavior Trees are a reactive approach to robot
control. AI Planning is a classic and deliberative approach to decision-making in the per-
formance of a robot. Both methods have been evaluated in a simulator with a focus on
answering the previously proposed research questions. This simulator presents a realistic
situation in which we evaluate the application of our framework in human interaction.

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we will present all the works we consider
relevant in human-aware navigation. Section 3 will briefly describe the framework, how
the proxemic zones are built, and the different approaches to implement a decision-making
system for a cognitive architecture. Section 4 shows experiments that validate our approach,
and Section 5 contains its results. Section 6 contains a brief discussion about the experiment
results, and finally, Section 7 contains the present work conclusions.
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2 Background

The problem of adapting the navigation system for considering the individuals’ needs and
their social conventions is well known in the robotics field. One of the most extended social
navigation models is the use of proxemic theory [23]. The proxemic zone defines the space
around a person. It is based on four different areas: intimate, personal, social, and public. In
this work, we will focus on the intimate and personal areas.

– The intimate zone (< 0.4 m around the person): Navigation is forbidden in this zone
to avoid collisions and does not disturb humans.

– The personal zone (0.4 m–1.2 m around the person): In this zone, the person interacts
with known people or performs a collaborative task. Some works [3, 26, 41] consider
this zone as a restricted zone for robot navigation. We propose that this zone be adaptive
because, depending on the context, it will be a restricted or a cooperation zone where
the robot enters to carry out a task with the person.

The proposed system can adjust to situations where robots and human beings close or
scenarios such as the current pandemic caused by COVID-19, where the safety distance of
2 m must be respected. The proxemic theory defines areas that could change according to the
context, culture, or age. Following this idea, in [42], the authors propose that the proxemic
zones are dynamic and are modified with human intention. Other works have developed
methods to follow the social convention of keep on the right when walking in a corridor
using this theory as a base [30, 36].

The proxemic theory is a great solution to model people in the space but needs the
rest of robot capabilities to be useful, i.e., navigation, dialogue, or perception. Researchers
face an old, recurrent, and still open problem in artificial intelligence-based systems and
social robotics when organizing the autonomous system capabilities: how to organize
perception and actuation in an intelligent way. There are three types of architectures to orga-
nize the robot’s behaviors: behavior-based, symbolic, and hybrid. These types refer to the
“cognitive” dimension, each of them having different origins. Therefore, behavior-based
architectures have a biological inspiration, symbolic approaches are more related to psy-
chology, and hybrid ones could be considered engineer-inspired. Kotseruba et al. show in
[28] a complete analysis of different and more detailed ways of classifying architectures.

The present work uses a hybrid architecture to organize the capabilities, i.e., an architec-
ture with deliberative and behavior-based layers. There are multiple ways to materialize the
deliberative layer, for example, Fuzzy logic, Policy-based approaches, FSM (Finite State
Machines), Petri nets [14], Behavior Trees, or IA Planning, among other forms. Fuzzy
logic or Policies based approaches are more oriented to control or reactive decision-making
instead of orchestrating a set of behaviors, although there are works where fuzzy [38] or
MPDM (Multi-Policy Decision Making) is used as deliberative layer [15]. The FSM algo-
rithm provided satisfactory results in many mobile robot research works [17], but with
growing numbers of states and transitions, modeling complex behaviors with FSMs can
become too complicated for real-world tasks. Petri nets have a larger modeling power than
FSM and can model the state space with a smaller graph. It is composed by modules that can
be modeled separately and then composed with others. Because of this, Petri nets usually
lead to exponential growth in the state space. In some cases, the generation of all states with
Petri nets leads to the construction of a large network, complicating the network analysis.

In this paper, the evaluation of Behavior Trees and IA planning is proposed as a decision-
making system for a social robot navigation [7]. Behavior trees (BTs) are successfully for
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Fig. 1 Layered system with the
components involved in our
approach

Navigation2

Human-Aware
Navigation Component

Cognitive Architecture

task planning in robotics as a replacement for finite state machines (FSM) [2]. The use of
BTs simplifies the decision-making process [1]. Behavior trees use a structured traversal
approach to replace the growing mess of state transitions of FSMs. Complex states are easy
to define in BTs, and it is very easy to see the logic in BTs. They are fast to execute and
easy to maintain. BTs have also been applied successfully to execute robot manipulation
and complex mobile-manipulator tasks [13].

Planning Definition Domain Language (PDDL) [20] was a significant step for the stan-
dardization of planning languages. This language, inspired by STRIPS, has become a
standard that has driven this area of research. One of their releases, PDDL 2.1 [18], was
especially relevant as it included multiple enhancements, such as the ability to use temporal
planning with durative actions, which introduces the concept of time into the PDDL frame-
work. Planning and Robotics are converging again through various planning systems and
frameworks for generating behaviors for robots in recent years. ROSPlan [9] is one of the
most successful current planning frameworks and is a reference in ROS [37]. PlanSys21 is
its evolution to the new ROS generation (ROS2) with a lot of new features.

This work focuses on IA Planning and BTs as a decision-making approach because it
is emerging expansion as mission controller systems in mobile and social robotics to solve
complex tasks. Thanks to the frameworks described before, we can easily and quickly
develop different behaviors using these technologies.

3 Framework description

This section illustrates the different components involved in this study (Fig. 1. From a
bottom-up approach, the main components involved are:

• Navigation 2
• Human-Aware Navigation Component

– Human-Aware Framework supporting proxemic and cooperation zones

• Cognitive Architecture

– Behavioral Decision-Making System

1http://intelligentroboticslab.gsyc.urjc.es/ros2 planning system.github.io/
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3.1 Navigation 2

Nav2 [32] is the new ROS2 navigation system, an evolution from ROS Navigation Stack.
This system seeks to find a safe way to have a mobile robot move from point A to B. It
will complete dynamic path planning, compute velocities for motors, avoid obstacles, and
structure recovery behaviors. The Nav2 system was designed for a high degree of customiz-
ability and future expansion. Because of this, we have chosen to integrate the proposed
human representation framework as a cost map layer, showing in-depth in [10].

3.2 Human-aware navigation component

This work uses the framework proposed in [10] for representing the space surrounding a
person, the proxemic areas, on a cost map. This representation is fundamental to differ-
entiate humans from the rest of the obstacles, thus enriching the robot’s knowledge of its
environment.

3.2.1 Human-aware framework supporting proxemic and cooperation zones

This article used Asymmetric Gaussian proxemic zones proposed in [25] instead of
proxemic zones based on Gaussian functions of concentric circles [21].

This proxemic provides a high adaptation capacity to the environment because we can
modify their size and shape, unlike previous research that only modified their size. The
Asymmetric Gaussian are defined by four variables: head (σh), side (σs), rear (σr ) and
orientation (Θ). Figure 2 shows a graphic explanation of these parameters. Thanks to the
high adaptability of this proxemic, we can associate different proxemic shapes and sizes

σs

σs

σh

σr

θ

Fig. 2 Asymmetric Gaussian centered at (0, 0), rotated by Θ = π /4, with variances σh = 3.0, σs = 2.0, and
σr = 1.8
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Fig. 3 Different proxemic shapes based on the context information

with different activities of human’s daily life. Thus, we can build a social map in which
people are represented differently based on their activity (Fig. 3).

3.2.2 Asymmetric Gaussian function as human activity representation

The proposal to represent people and their activities uses the model described in [25]. In this
model, people generate areas where navigation is forbidden or penalized, using an asym-
metric Gaussian function. Let Pn = {p1, p2...pn} be the set of n persons detected in the
scenario and pi = (x, y, θ ) is the pose of the person i.

gpi(x, y) = e−(A(x−xi )
2+2B(x−xi )(y−yi )+C(y−yi )

2)

With A, B, C:

A = cos(θ)2

2σ 2
+ sin(θ)2

2σ 2
s

B = sin(2θ)

4σ 2
− sin(2θ)

4σ 2
s

C = sin(θ)2

2σ 2
+ cos(θ)2

2σ 2
s

where σ s, as already mentioned, is the variance on the left and right and σ = (α ≤ 0? σ r :
σh).

Using this model allows us to create areas around people detected with different sizes and
shapes. Figure 3 shows two activities’ representations. If a person is moving with a deter-
mined velocity in the robot’s surroundings (Fig. 3b), the proxemic zones will be updated
with the human’s velocity estimation, updating the σh parameter from the model. Thus, it
creates a big zone in a person’s front where navigation is forbidden or penalized, avoiding
hit with a person in a hurry and with a dynamic size, based on the velocity estimation.
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Fig. 4 Our novel proxemic zone with a cooperation zone to improve the human-robot activities

Also, we propose new proxemic shapes oriented to improve the performance of collab-
orative tasks between robots and humans, taking as reference the work of Mead et al. [33].
They show that humans adapt their proxemic zones to interact with a robot. In that way,
we have designed proxemic zones that contain a cooperation zone (Fig. 4). The robot occu-
pies this zone during a collaborative task to keep close to the person, e.g., a conversation, a
robot following a human or robot and, human walking side-to-side. These zones are located
within the personal zone but always respecting the intimate zone.

3.2.3 Adaptation of the proxemic areas, the cooperation zone

When we want to create areas around people where navigation is forbidden, the use of prox-
emic zones is the most extent method [29]. On the opposite side, robots have to be social,
natural and perform daily tasks with humans [5]. We can see how these two concepts collide,
one restricts navigation around people, and the other promotes human-robot collaboration
and interaction. To deal with this situation, is necessary to create a representation that takes
into account the comfort and safety of people and at the same time allows the execution of
social tasks, e.g., approaching a person to give him a voice message or a robot receptionist
accompanying a person to a meeting room.

The presented article proposes the creation of cooperation zones, Fig. 4. A cooperation
zone is located outside the intimate zone and inside the personal zone, so the robot will keep
a reasonable distance to avoid colliding and allowing a comfortable and natural interaction.
We code this zone as a free zone on the map to allow fluid navigation inside the cooperation
zone. The cooperation zones are configurable and can be set from 0 to 2 zones for each
person. They are located in the desired orientation and size, depending on the task for which
they are designed. In this way, a cooperation zone to facilitate HRI tasks is located in an
orientation equal to the person, or a cooperation zone designed to walk side-to-side with a
human is composed of two subzones on the human’s side.
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3.3 Decision-making systems

This research proposes how different decision-making systems affect social navigation. Fac-
tors such as decision-making reaction time can be crucial for a robot to efficiently react
to changes in proxemic zones due to interactions or changes in the robot’s mission. In this
work, we use two decision-making methods that we consider representative in this type of
system:

– Behavior Trees: It is a framework widely used currently to code tasks in a reactive and
modular way.

– AI Planning: It is a deliberative approach in which a plan is calculated to achieve a
goal.

3.3.1 Behavior trees

Behavior Trees [13] is a framework to code the execution of actions through a tree. The
nodes in this tree are functional elements that can be:

• Action nodes: The tree leaves represent actions to be carried out or conditions to check.
• Control nodes: The rest of the nodes, those with child nodes, define the execution flow

of the tree. They implement different control approaches, the most common are:

– Sequence: When a sequence node is ticked, it ticks its children. Each tick
is made to a single child, starting with the one furthest to the left. When it
returns SUCCESS, it is passed to the next child. If any of the children returns
FAILURE, the sequence node returns FAILURE. The sequence node returns
SUCCESS if all children have returned SUCCESS. In any other case, it returns
RUNNING.

– Condition: Returns SUCCESS if the evaluation of the conditions results in
true, and FAILURE for false.

The main operation is tick. When a node is ticked, this operation can return SUCCESS
if the node function is completed successfully, FAILURE if the node function failed, or
RUNNING if the node function has not finished yet. When the root of a Behavior Tree is
ticked, it executes until it returns SUCCESS or FAILURE. This tick is propagated through
the tree by the control nodes. Figure 5 shows several examples of Behavior Trees.

Fig. 5 Two different behavior trees. Yellow rectangles are control nodes (→ for sequences and = for parallel
execution). Red ellipse is a condition node, and blue rectangles are action nodes
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Fig. 6 Leaves nodes controlling the execution of external subsystems

In most decision-making systems, the BTs leaves do not usually directly produce con-
trol commands to the robot but rather orchestrate other subsystems’ execution. Figure 6
shows how the tree leaves use actions or services to request other subsystems to perform a
task. In a robotic system, these subsystems usually correspond to skills, such as navigation,
manipulation, dialogue, among others.

3.3.2 AI planning

PDDL [18] defines a standard to code symbolic planning problems. Instead of indicating
the steps to achieve a goal, planning defines a set of actions with the requirements to be
applied and their effects when they are carried out. A plan contains the sequence of actions
that should be executed given a goal to be achieved.

In planning there are the following main elements:

– The domain (Listing 1) defines the type, predicates and actions available. Here are
defined the requirements and effects of every action.
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– The problem (Listing 2) to solve. Given the types and predicates of a domain, the prob-
lem contains the concrete instances and predicates that it starts from. It also contains a
specific goal to be solved.

– A plan (Listing 3) as a sequence of grounded actions that must be executed to acquire
the goal.

The decision-making system based on PDDL is implemented through the planning
system (Fig. 7). This system has the following components:

– A module that contains the PDDL model, which we will call the Domain Expert and a
module called Problem Expert that loads the problem file generated using the domain
and the knowledge base.

– A module that calls a PDDL plan solver (POPF [11] in this case) that we will call
Planner. It receives the domain and the problem, and it generates the plan. The plan
contains the sequence of actions to reach the goal.

– A module that is responsible for executing a plan, which we will call Executor. This
module reads a plan and dispatches each of the actions to the processes that carry them
out. Each application contains a module that implements each of the actions of the
model. This module also verifies the requirements at runtime, aborting the plan if they
are not met.

3.4 The cognitive architecture

The use of a cognitive architecture allows a robot to perform real, long-term, and high
variability tasks thanks to the different tools that typically offer: long-term memory or
knowledge representation, orchestration and interaction interfaces.

Figure 8 shows the cognitive architecture design supported on layers.

– Deliberative layer: this level contains the decision-making that define the modes and
behaviors of the robot at a high level. The implementation of this level could be based
on PDDL or Behavior trees, as we explained before.
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– Actions: contains the implementation of the actions defined in the upper layer. This
level is the bridge between both paradigms.

– Skills: The skills can be activated from actions and can be reused from any of the
actions. This level includes navigation, visual attention, dialogue, and manipulation
modules, among others. Our navigation skill is based on Nav2 system. In this one, the
global cost map is used by the planner to calculate the path from the robot’s current
position to target, and the local cost map is used by the controller generating movements
to follow this path, avoiding unexpected obstacles. Both the global cost map and the
local cost map result from combining the different layers [31]. We have created a new
layer, the social layer, to integrate our dynamic proxemic representation framework in
the navigation system.

– Robot hardware: Hardware components of the robot, including its sensors.

4 Experimental setup

The experiments carried out aim to demonstrate the strategies for running the navigation
component and the impact on the overall architecture running ROS2. For this purpose, we
will compare the two decision-making approaches presented in Section 3.3. Moreover, we
will show how the proposed framework is integrated with a dialog module, providing the
system the ability to react to human intentions or feelings. Figure 9 shows the information
flow between the architecture components.

When the symbolic layer calls the social nav2 action, it activates the goalUpdater mod-
ule. It calculates the best robot position to do a collaborative task with a human, e.g., the
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interaction position different from the side-to-side walk position. Once the goalUpdater
module is actives, the system checks if the human has changed the interaction requirements.
The person could feel uncomfortable and requests the robot to walk away or, conversely,
requests the robot to get close if necessary. These requests affect the proxemic zones’ size
and shape, i.e., modifies the Asymmetric-Gaussian parameters. GoalUpdater module sets
the new parameters in the Nav2 stack, if those have changed, and updates the naviga-
tion goal. We get a robot collaborating with humans, adapting to the context and human
preferences with this process.

All experiments were performed in a simulation environment, on a computer with
an Intel Core i7-10875H 2.3GHz processor with 32 GB of DDR4 RAM, GeForce RTX
2070, and Ubuntu GNU/Linux 20.04 using Gazebo as simulator and ROS2 Foxy as robot
framework.
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4.1 Software

PlanSys2 [39], which is an IA planning framework, has been used to implement the PDDL
approach. It uses POPF [12] as a planner, among others. Using this tool, we can easily
decompose complex tasks into a sequence of more uncomplicated actions.

To implement the behavior tree approach, we have used the library BehaviorTree.CPP,2

an open-source C++ library supporting type-safe asynchronous actions, composable trees,
and logging/profiling infrastructures for development.

There are two main control algorithms in Nav2: TEB (Timed Elastic Bands) devel-
oped by Rosmann [40] and DWB,3 the updated version of DWA [19] (Dynamic Windows
Approach). TEB allows the consideration of the robot’s dynamic constraints and direct mod-
ification of trajectories rather than the global path. The “timed elastic band” is formulated as
a scalarized multi-objective optimization that depends on a few consecutive configurations
rather than the entire trajectory. DWA/DWB is a velocity space-based local reactive avoid-
ance technique where a search for commands controlling the robot is carried out directly in
the space of velocities. The trajectory of a robot can be described by a sequence of circular
and straight-line arcs.

Another fundamental tool for performing the experiments is the pedestrian simulator
based on the social force model, PedSim [4, 22]. This simulator will provide people’s
position and orientation in each instant of time.

Finally, we have used TIAGo robot from PAL Robotics as mobile robot platform, and
we have used tf pose estimation,4 a TensorFlow implementation of OpenPose [8], to detect
persons and their position. This software replaced PedSim in the real-robot experiments.

2https://www.behaviortree.dev/
3https://github.com/ros-planning/navigation2/blob/main/nav2 dwb controller/README.md
4https://github.com/jginesclavero/ros2-tf-pose-estimation
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Fig. 10 Domestic scenario from Gazebo simulator with experiment waypoints

Fig. 11 TIAGo robot approaching a person in a controlled scenario
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Fig. 12 The proxemic zones adapt to the context, e.g. a robot gets too close to a person and he/she, feeling
uncomfortable, requests it to walk away. The intimate zone grows to represent the human feelings

4.2 Scenarios

The first scenario compares the performance when it used a mission controller implemented
with behavior trees or PDDL actions. In this task, the robot has to approach a human from
its rest point and return (Fig. 10). Then, the human’s orientation changes randomly, and the
robot has to navigate to the human again. We performed 100 iterations of this experiment
with each mission controller. This first scenario was replicate in a real robot (Fig. 11) to
confirm that our social layer and the different decision-making systems are portable, and
the full architecture is ready to work in a real application.

The second experiment shows how works the social layer’s when is integrated into a
cognitive architecture. Our social layer offers the possibility of adapting to human require-
ments. In this scenario, the robot has to approach a human to talk with him from its rest
point. The person requests the robot twice to walk away, and then the individual requests
the robot three times to get close. Figure 12 shows how the proxemic zones are modified
at runtime based on the person requirements. The information flow between the different
components to perform this experiment was presented in Fig. 9. To compare how human
comfort is reduced when the robot is asked to move away and does not, we have used metrics
already available in the literature.

The navigation speed was set at 0.3 m/s, in the range recommended in [6], the intimate
zone radius at 0.45 m, and the personal zone radius at 1.2 m overall the experiments.

4.3 Metrics

It is proposed to analyze the scenarios using the metrics used in [16, 27, 35]. They were
formally described in [41]: dmin, average minimum distance to a human during navigation;
dt , distance traveled; τ , navigation time; and Psi, personal space intrusions.
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Table 1 Comparing a PDDL and a behavior tree decision-making system using different controllers. Social
navigation metrics for Approaching Test: for each parameter its mean and standard deviation are provided in
parentheses

Parameter PDDL Behavior Trees

DWB TEB DWB TEB

τ(s) 89.28 (17.64) 35.09 (6.03) 72.52 (12.65) 41.54 (5.28)

dt (m) 7.71 (1.67) 7.97 (1.49) 7.95 (1.28) 8.00 (1.47)

dmin(m) 0.57 (0.035) 0.63 (0.08) 0.55(0.11) 0.61 (0.08)

Psi(P ersonal)(%) 7.83 (5.33) 7.97 (7.95) 7.9 (6.33) 7.93 (6.99)

Psi(Intimate)(%) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0.003(0.002) 0 (0)

These metrics were computed as follows:

– dmin: Minimum value in each iteration of the person-robot Euclidean distance in the
map.

– dt : Cumulative value of the difference between the robot position in t and t-1 at a
frequency of 10 Hz.

– τ : Elapsed time between start and iteration end.
– Psi: Percentage of the iteration time in which the robot occupies a proxemic zone

(personal or intimate). We consider that the robot occupies a zone when any part of the
robot base is inside the proxemic zone.

Secondly, this study proposes to measure the system’s general performance when
running the different approaches in terms of CPU, memory, and network usage.

Associated with the overall performance, a metric is proposed to evaluate the time to start
the navigation process from a stopped position. This value is usually associated with the
robot’s acceptability, although we have not focused this study in obtained human feedback.

5 Results

The first scenario was repeated in a loop for a hundred iterations. It means that it was running
for almost 1 h, where the robot was moving closer and further away in the gazebo simulator.

We take as a baseline the results from our previous work [10], PDDL + DWB. Using
PDDL in one loop and Behavior Trees in the other, in combination with DWB and TEB,
PDDL + TEB shows a navigation time lower than the time used by the Behavior Trees
option, Table 1. On the other hand, the metrics associated with the navigation component
present similar behavior, with the low difference in distance traveled and distance to human
navigation.

Focusing only on the controller algorithm, Fig. 13 shows the robot’s proxemic zones
invasions over time using DWB or TEB. A lower accumulated cost means higher respect
of the human’s proxemic zones by the robot during the experiment, i.e., less impact on the
human’s comfort.

In the real-robot experiment, Table 2, the min distance to person was similar to the simu-
lator with the same configuration, but the Psi(Personal) was higher. It was produced because
the real scenario is smaller than the simulated, Fig. 11, and the robot had to navigate a little
closer to the human to perform its task.
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Fig. 13 How the robot invades the personal or intimate proxemic zone using DWB (left) and TEB (right)

Finally, Table 3 shows how much time elapsed between the decision-making system
starts, and the robot starts moving. The reaction time of the robot is key to satisfy user
expectations about robot performance. Delays in the starting time would be understood
as errors in robot task execution [34]. Times obtained are quite similar. The difference is
imperceptible, notwithstanding the PDDL reaction time is slightly better 0.1 s.

The second experiment measures the robot’s effects when it does not react to human
requirements. Figure 14 shows how the Psi intimate grows when an individual requests a
robot to walk away, but the robot does not do anything. Integrating a dialog module with
our dynamic proxemic representation framework, we see that the robot can adapt to context
to accomplish human needs.

5.1 System performance

The four techniques described were tested using simulated and real-world experiments.
This study tested and analyzed its performance in Gazebo simulator before running it in
the robot.For each technique was analyzed its impact on the overall system using Dstat
command considering three items: 1) CPU stats, aiming to measure CPU usage such as a)
user processes and b) system processes; 2) Network stats, aiming to measure the amount of
bytes transmitted by the network interface such as a) received and b) sent; 3) memory stats,
aiming to measure the amount of memory employed and the total memory available. Fig-
ures 15 and 16, present graphically the results using the idle mode as baseline (no techniques
running) for comparison.

Figure 15 presents the CPU performance. The Idle mode presents an average of CPU
consumption of 0.324(0.534) –Mean(Standard deviation)–. Thus, the values go % of CPU at
user level was bt dwb 8.780 (2.988), bt teb 14.313(3.280), pddl dwb 8.498(1.908), pddl teb

Table 2 Metrics for real robot
experiment Parameter PDDL + TEB

τ(s) 65.59 (14.59)

dt (m) 6.89 (2.17)

dmin(m) 0.7 (0.12)

Psi(P ersonal)(%) 12.84 (6.17)

Psi(Intimate)(%) 0 (0)
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Table 3 Time elapsed from the
mission controller start up until
the robot starts moving

PDDL Behavior Trees

Reaction time (s) 0.3008(0.03) 0.4004 (0.0001)

7.163 (1.341). On the other hand the % of system were 0.092 (0.150) by idle, 0.990 (0.310)
by bt dwb, 0.831(0.297) by bt teb, 0.892 (0.342) by pddl dwb, and 0.674 (0.247) consumed
by pddl teb. This means, following the user CPU consumption the behavior is quite similar
in bt dwb, pddl dwb, pddl teb but slightly higher in bt teb. Besides, the consumption of sys
in four cases is again quite similar. However, TEB behavior is slightly better.

Figure 16 presents the RAM consumption of four techniques. In this case, the perfor-
mance of PDDL is better than BTS option, having a similar behavior in both DWB/TEB
options. Thus, when running in Idle the system spends 2.171e+9 (7.977e+6) Bytes, tech-
nique bts dwb shows 4.546e+9 (5.536e+6), bts teb reveals 4.565e+9 (2.658e+7), pddl dwb
presents 2.957e+9 (1.030e+7) and pddl teb drains 3.000e+9 (4.375e+7) Bytes.

Network consumption under simulation scenario would be simplified, paying attention to
outgoing data. The metric in Bytes/second presents values of 8022.533 (3491.013) 8418.506
(3574.225) for bt dwb, bt teb respectively and 5317.486 (2375.282), 6622.033 (2572.506)
in pddl dwb and pddl teb. This means a difference of 37% when comparing pddl dwb and
bt dwb and 22% when comparing pddl teb and bt dwb. However, these results would be
omitted when working in simulation.

6 Discussion

This study has analyzed two different scenarios to explore the answers to the two research
questions proposed. Firstly, this paper analyzes:

– RQ3: What are the effects of different behavioral decision-making systems in the
activity-aware navigation system?

The first experimental scenario aims to evaluate the effects of each decision-making
system in the human-aware navigation system. The results show better time to perform

Fig. 14 How the robot invades the human’s proxemic zones if it does not adapt to the situation (left) and
how the robot reacts to the human requirements (right). Int 1: The robot face the human to interact. Int 2 and
3: The human feels uncomfortable and requests the robot to walk away. Int 4 to 6: The human requests the
robot to get close
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Fig. 15 % of CPU consumption by technique

the task in the PDDL approach rather than using behavior trees. This is because social
navigation decisions are better modeled when actions are calculated at runtime than when
they are preset. If a PDDL model is correct, it optimizes decision-making. In terms of system
performance, the IA Planning approach also was better than Behavior Trees.

The second experimental scenario deals with the next research question:

– RQ4: What are the effects of different local planner in the activity-aware navigation
system?

This study uses two different algorithms for the navigation process: Timed Elastic Band
(TEB) and DWB, the updated version of Dynamic Windows Approach algorithm for ROS2.
Firstly, the results obtained show a relationship between the navigation algorithm that hides
the navigation component Nav2 and robot performance. Our previous experiment in [10]
presented a performance of 80 s using DWB version. This study obtained an average of 35
and 41 s using TEB.

Besides, we have analyzed the impact during the task navigation, specifically how long
is traversing personal proxemic zone. Findings show that the time spent near the humans is
higher in the DWB (Fig. 13) than TEB, so the latter is preferred to perform better in terms
of human awareness.

Both scenarios show that it is necessary to have in mind not only the decision-making
system for enhancing the human-aware navigation component but also to select the right

Fig. 16 Descriptive statistics of memory consumption
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Table 4 Authors evaluation of decision-making and local planner algorithm examined in this study 1)Very
poor, 2)Poor, 3)Acceptable, 4)Good and 5)Very Good

Parameter PDDL-DWB PDDL-TEB BT-DWB BT-TEB

Reaction Time 4 4 3 3

τ , navigation time 1 4 2 5

Psi, Personal Space Intrusions 3 3 3 3

Psi, Intimate Space Intrusion 3 3 2 3

Distance To a Human 2 3 2 3

Distance Traveled 3 3 3 3

Accumulated cost 2 3 2 3

CPU Performance 3 4 3 1

Memory Performance 4 4 3 3

Network Performance 3 3 3 3

path-planning algorithm due to its engine to navigate or surround the elements that could be
interacting with the robot, such as in this case the distance to the individuals.

Finally, this study provides an overview of which is the best option for a human-aware
navigation system. Considering the values obtained in the Results section, we have created
a table using a scale from 1 to 5. Thus, the quality values are 1)Very poor, 2) Poor, 3)
Acceptable, 4) Good, 5) Very Good. Table 4 outlines the values and Fig. 17 presents the
values graphically.

In general terms, the combination between PDDL + TEB was the best performer for
our application, a social navigation application in which a robot must approach a human to
interact. This combination was tested in a real robot with good results. In general terms, the
transfer cost between simulator and real-wold was minimum and only increase in one of the
metrics, Psi(personal), but keeping in a reasonable range.

Fig. 17 Evaluation of path-planning and decision-making approaches reviewed in this paper 1)Very poor,
2)Poor, 3)Acceptable, 4)Good and 5)Very Good
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7 Conclusions

This paper has presented the continuation of our research in social navigation, applying the
concept of proxemic. Our research tries to answer how a proxemic framework can be inte-
grated into a cognitive architecture and analyzes the possibilities, implications, and effects.
This paper has briefly described our proxemics-based framework for establishing a person’s
social zones and how they affect a robot’s navigation in the vicinity and towards a person.
We have also described several alternatives to its integration in decision-making systems
that are common in cognitive architectures. Finally, we have evaluated each alternative’s
impact on a simulated robot interacting with a person.

Of the research questions stated in the introduction to this paper, those related to decision-
making systems have been addressed:

– For the question What are the effects of different behavioral decision-making systems
in the activity-aware navigation system? We conclude that a decision-making system
influences the performance of the task and how the task is developed. This effect may be
significant in the Human-Robot Interaction task because the human could feel disgusted
or frustrated if he/she tries to interact with the robot and the tasks are not executed
smoothly.

– For the question What are the effects of the different local planners in the activity-aware
navigation system? We conclude that choosing the right controller algorithm is decisive
for the task’s performance and people’s comfort.

We are extending our research on social navigation in various directions. We have devel-
oped a framework for social navigation, and we are taking steps to introduce it into a
cognitive architecture. This paper reinforces our opinion that all robot activities should have
a social component in people’s presence, with the aim that humans accept a robot and that
its existence is more natural for the people with whom it lives. If the cognitive architec-
tures are the ones that direct the behavior of the robot, all its decision-making levels must
work in a coordinated way to achieve this goal. Our future work now turns to the upper
layers of these cognitive architectures: What impact does the social component have on a
mission planner? Should motivational approaches take into account the social capabilities
implemented in a robot?
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Appendix A

Resumen en castellano

A.1 Antecedentes

En los últimos años, los robots están dejando de ser exclusivos de los laboratorios de

investigación para ser parte del dı́a a dı́a en nuestros hogares y nuestra sociedad. Cada vez es

más común ver como nos comportamos de forma similar con los robots domésticos como lo

hacemos con las personas o las mascotas, por ejemplo, más del 40% de los participantes en un

experimento han jugado o experimentado con su Roomba, más del 35% le otorgan un género y

más del 20% le ponen nombre [Sung et al. (2008)]. Y todo esto, hablando de un robot que no

interactúan de ninguna manera con los humanos.

Tomando como referencia el trabajo de [Sung et al. (2008)], podemos decir que hoy en dı́a

los robots domésticos son aceptados y que las personas estamos dispuestas a interactuar con

ellos, por lo que resulta necesario que desarrollemos robots más sociales. Diferentes

investigadores definen el concepto de robots sociales como: robots diseñados para interactuar

con las personas de forma natural, consiguiendo resultados positivos en múltiples

aplicaciones [Duffy et al. (1999); Hoffman and Breazeal (2004); Hegel et al. (2009); Breazeal

et al. (2016)].

Para que los robots sociales tengan la capacidad de colaborar con los humanos en muchas

de sus tareas cotidianas, sobre todo las que implican que el robot se desplace por el entorno,

debemos combinar las aptitudes sociales del robot, con aptitudes de navegación, de extracción

de conocimiento del entorno. Todo ello integrado en una arquitectura de control que orqueste

los diferentes comportamientos de forma efectiva. El área de estudio que combina estas
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disciplinas es la Navegación Social. La Navegación Social estudia cómo se tienen que

comportar los robots autónomos cuando están navegando en un entorno real, donde comparten

el espacio con humanos [Rios-Martinez et al. (2015)].

Con lo expuesto anteriormente, y después de realizar una revisión del estado del arte, el

objetivo principal de esta tesis es proponer una solución, qué integrada en la arquitectura de

control del robot, nos permita modificar el comportamiento del robot en función del

comportamiento de las personas cuando compartimos espacio con ellas.

Compartir tareas o espacio con un robot implica que este se comporte de forma natural,

se adapte al entorno, a los requerimientos del usuario y a nuestros hábitos. Por ello, dicho

robot debe contar con las habilidades suficientes para adaptarse a los cambios en el entorno y

responder a las peticiones de los usuarios, mejorando ası́ su confort. El objetivo con este tipo de

comportamiento, en el que el humano y el robot colaboren para realizar una tarea, es mejorar

la calidad de vida de las personas. Por ejemplo, los robots de compañı́a nos pueden ayudar a

realizar ciertas tareas de una forma más rápida y eficaz o pueden ayudar a los ancianos a valerse

por sı́ mismos en sus hogares. Vemos cómo hay una interacción cruzada entre la sociedad y los

robots, siendo muy beneficiosa para ambas partes.

A.2 Objetivos

Teniendo en cuenta el problema que queremos resolver y los antecedentes presentados, la

pregunta de investigación general que se aborda en los artı́culos que componen esta tesis, P.I -

P.III es: ¿Qué tipo de adaptaciones en el comportamiento de navegación son necesarias

cuando desplegamos un robot en un entorno real compartido con humanos?

A continuación se presenta un conjunto de preguntas de investigación más concretas que

nos ayudaran a responder a la pregunta de investigación presentada anteriormente.

Las preguntas de investigación que se abordan en esta tesis son las siguientes:

PI.1 : ¿Qué factores hacen variar las zonas de proxemia cuando se interactúa con un

robot?

En esta tesis usaremos la teorı́a de la proxemia de [Hall (1910)] para modelar a las

personas y el espacio que les rodea, principalmente por su enfoque social y centrado en

los humanos. Las zonas definidas por Hall se distribuyen ası́:
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– Zona ı́ntima (<0.4 m alrededor del humano): Es la zona más cercana al cuerpo.

Esta distancia permite abrazar, tocar o susurrar.

– Zona personal (0.4 m - 1.2 m alrededor del humano): En esta zona la persona

interactúa con familiares o amigos. También es la zona ideal para desarrollar tareas

de navegación colaborativa.

– Zona social (1.2 m - 4 m): Zona para interactuar con personas sin un vı́nculo

estrecho o personas desconocidas.

– Zona pública (>4 m): Área para interactuar con personas en un discurso en público.

En esta tesis estudiaremos qué factores pueden hacer variar estás zonas de proxemia

durante el transcurso del tiempo o de la actividad que el humano y el robot estén

realizando, tanto si es de forma individual como si es de forma conjunta.

PI.2 : ¿Cómo se modifican las zonas de proxemia de los humanos durante una

interacción Humano-Robot? Resulta necesario estudiar cómo se modifican las zonas

de proxemia expuestas anteriormente, podrı́an hacerlo en tamaño, forma, intensidad, en

función del tiempo, etc. Este estudio nos proporcionará recursos y herramientas para

poder desarrollar comportamientos robóticos que interactúen con dichas zonas de una

forma fluida y segura para los humanos.

PI.3 : ¿Cuál es la influencia de un sistema consciente del contexto sobre la navegación

social? Para que el sistema de navegación social sea efectivo, será necesario que cuente

con datos del entorno referidos a las personas. Estos datos pueden ser muy directos, como

la posición de la persona, o más elaborados, como las rutinas diarias de los usuarios o

sus preferencias personales. Un sistema consciente del contexto nos proporcionará esta

información y resulta necesario evaluar qué influencia tiene en el sistema de navegación

social.

PI.4 : ¿Cuáles son los efectos de los diferentes sistemas de toma de decisiones en la

navegación social? Un sistema tan complejo como es el que forma un robot capaz de

navegar de forma natural y segura entre humanos, siendo apto para interactuar con ellos

y adaptarse al entorno, tiene que contar con un sistema de toma de decisiones rápido,

ligero, en términos de consumo de recursos, y eficaz. Una rápida y correcta ejecución de
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las acciones aumentará la confianza de las personas en el robot y hará que se adapten al

sistema más rápidamente. Se evaluarán diferentes sistemas de toma de decisiones para

comprobar su impacto en la navegación social y ası́ poder elegir la opción más adecuada

a nuestras necesidades.

PI.5 : ¿Cuáles son los efectos de los diferentes algoritmos de planificación local en la

navegación social? Al igual que la correcta elección del sistema de toma de decisiones

es muy importante para el correcto funcionamiento del sistema general, el algoritmo de

navegación lo es para el correcto funcionamiento del sistema de navegación, y más si

hablamos de un robot que debe navegar entre personas o realizar tareas colaborativas con

ellas, como puede ser acompañarlas o seguirlas. Para elegir el algoritmo más adecuado

se usarán métricas, ya existentes en la literatura, centradas en medir el confort de las

personas.

A.3 Metodologı́a

La metodologı́a seguida para cumplir los objetivos marcados y poder responder a las preguntas

de investigación planteadas es un método de desarrollo en espiral [Boehm (1988)]. Este

modelo está orientado a las propiedades individuales del proceso de desarrollo de software,

con múltiples fases que tienen como objetivo la construcción de un sistema estable y robusto.

A.4 Resultados y conclusiones

Esta sección presenta las aproximaciones propuestas en las publicaciones P.I - P.III para

cumplir los objetivos de investigación de esta tesis doctoral.

P.I - Social Navigation in a Cognitive Architecture Using Dynamic Proxemic Zones.

Como primer paso en el desarrollo de la solución propuesta en esta tesis, se realizó un estudio

de los métodos y técnicas presentes en la literatura para el desarrollo de un sistema de

navegación social. Este estudio y desarrollo concluyó en la publicación P.I. En dicha

publicación se presenta un sistema de navegación social que usa la teorı́a de la proxemia para

modelar a los humanos y al espacio que los rodea. Este sistema integra información de
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contexto para conseguir que las zonas proxémicas de los humanos sean dinámicas y se adapten

a los constantes cambios que se producen en un entorno real habitado por personas. En

particular, se realizó la integración de un módulo de visión para la percepción del estado de

ánimo de las personas. La salida de dicho módulo de percepción es usada por el sistema de

navegación social para modificar el tamaño de las zonas de proxemia humanas, asignando un

tamaño mayor al estado de ánimo enfadado/disgustado y un tamaño menor al estado de ánimo

contento/feliz. Estas variaciones en el tamaño de las zonas de proxemia influyen en la

navegación del robot, haciendo que el robot se acerque más a una persona que tiene una actitud

positiva hacia él y manteniéndose alejado de una persona con una actitud negativa. De esta

forma el robot se comporta de una forma natural, siguiendo las reglas sociales vigentes, y se

adapta al entorno y a las personas con las que comparte espacio.

Para comprobar la efectividad del sistema se realizaron experimentos, comparando nuestra

solución a las ya presentes en el estado del arte, en entornos controlados, tanto en el laboratorio

como en simulación, ası́ como en entornos realistas, participando en la competición SciRoc

celebrada en Milton Keynes en Septiembre 2019. Dicha efectividad queda demostrada mediante

los resultados obtenidos en los diferentes experimentos usando las métricas ya presentes en la

literatura [Kostavelis et al. (2017); Okal and Arras (2016); Fernández Coleto et al. (2019)] y

que son descritas formalmente por [Vega et al. (2019)].

Los resultados obtenidos al usar la solución propuesta son similares a los obtenidos al usar

la solución propuesta por [Lu and Smart (2013)]. La principal diferencia se produce cuando una

persona muestra una actitud negativa frente al robot. En este caso el sistema propuesto se adapta

a la situación y el robot se mantiene a una mayor distancia de esa persona. En un experimento

con dieciocho personas con edades entre 18 y 30 años, los participantes manifestaron en un

cuestionario: ”La distancia entre el robot y yo ha sido la adecuada” cuando se hacı́a uso del

sistema propuesto.

Por último, el sistema fue puesto a prueba en la competición SciRoc 2019, concretamente en

la prueba ”Take the elevator”. En esta prueba el robot debı́a navegar entre personas en el entorno

de un centro comercial. Tras ello, debı́a subir a un ascensor en el que compartı́a espacio con

otras personas y bajar en la planta requerida a priori. El equipo Gentlebots, del cual forma parte

el autor de la presente tesis, resultó ganador de esta prueba.
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P.II - Depicting probabilistic context awareness knowledge in deliberative architectures

Después del desarrollo de una primera aproximación del sistema de navegación social, surgió

la necesidad de proporcionar al robot más información del entorno en el que se encontraba

para ası́ poder mejorar su sistema de toma de decisiones. Como el manejo de esta información

por parte del sistema de toma de decisiones puede resultar complejo, se propone un sistema

de clasificación y representación de dicha información en forma de Grafos Conceptuales. El

desarrollo de este trabajo se muestra con más detalle en la publicación P.II.

Este modulo de representación de Grafos Conceptuales constituye la forma de representar el

conocimiento que se extrae del entorno y que se codifica en forma de predicados probabilı́sticos.

Estos predicados probabilı́sticos pueden indicar, por ejemplo, donde es más probable que se

encuentre una persona concreta en una casa. Este conocimiento puede resultar muy útil para

algunas tareas del robot, sobre todo, tareas que impliquen cierta colaboración humana. Ası́, el

robot puede buscar a la persona en el lugar en el que es más probable que esté según los indicios

con los que cuente, la hora del dı́a, las rutinas de esa persona, los sonidos que se puedan percibir,

etc. De esta forma se optimiza el número de planificaciones requeridas y, por tanto, el tiempo

de ejecución de la tarea se ve reducido.

Para la realización de los experimentos se desarrolló un Sistema Experto con la localización

en el hogar de una persona según la hora del dı́a. Además, dicho sistema experto se combinó con

un detector de estı́mulos auditivos. Ambos sistemas combinados nos ofrecı́an una estimación de

la posición de la persona en el hogar cuando el robot tenia que ejecutar una tarea colaborativa.

Gracias a este sistema se logró reducir el número de planificaciones necesarias para ejecutar

una tarea en un 65%.

P.III - Impact of Decision-making System in Social Navigation

Para concluir, y apoyándonos en los anteriores dos trabajos, se desarrolló y evaluó el sistema de

navegación social al completo, incluyendo el sistema de toma de decisiones y los algoritmos de

navegación utilizados. Además, se propone una nueva zona de proxemia, orientada a realizar

tareas de navegación colaborativa con humanos. Todos los detalles de este trabajo se encuentran

en la publicación P.III.

Todos los desarrollos realizados durante el transcurso de esta tesis doctoral están enfocados
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a que puedan ser usados por la comunidad cientı́fica de forma sencilla, contribuyendo ası́ a que

las herramientas presentadas sirvan de base para futuros trabajos. Por ello, hacemos uso del

framework de programación de robots más extendido en la comunidad cientı́fica y la industria,

ROS (Robot Operating System), más concretamente su versión actualizada, ROS 2. Este

framework cuenta con librerı́as y sistemas de código abierto para abordar numerosos

problemas, entre ellos, uno de los sistemas más avanzados y que cuentan con más apoyo es

Nav2, el sistema de navegación de ROS 2. El sistema de navegación social presentado en esta

tesis se ha implementado como varias capas dentro de la arquitectura de Nav2. Ası́, el sistema

propuesto puede ser integrado con el sistema de navegación ya existente de forma rápida y

sencilla.

En una de estas capas, la capa Social, se encuentra la implementación de la zona de proxemia

propuesta en este trabajo. Esta zona está orientada a satisfacer los requerimientos de tareas de

interacción Humano-Robot y de tareas de navegación colaborativa. Este área es totalmente

configurable, tanto en tamaño como en forma, y contiene la llamada Zona de Cooperación. La

zona de cooperación está situada fuera de la zona ı́ntima pero dentro de la zona personal y es

una zona por la que el robot puede transitar. De esta forma el robot mantiene una distancia

razonable con la persona, evitando posibles colisiones, permitiendo a la vez una interacción a

una distancia natural.

Teniendo en cuenta el problema a resolver, un robot navegando en un entorno poblado por

humanos y que además realiza tareas colaborativas con ellos, es importante encontrar la mejor

combinación de sistema de toma de decisiones y de algoritmo de navegación. La seguridad

de las personas, la rápida reacción ante un obstáculo o un imprevisto y la rápida respuesta

ante los requerimientos de la persona son fundamentales, y por ello, cobra una importancia

especial la correcta elección de los componentes del sistema. Se evaluarán dos sistemas de

toma de decisiones, Behavior Trees y Planificación por Inteligencia Artificial (PDDL), y dos

algoritmos de navegación local, TEB (Time Elastic Band) y DWB, la versión actualizada de

DWA (Dinamic Window Approach). Se realizaron pruebas tanto en el simulador como en el

robot real para determinar que, en términos generales, la combinación entre PDDL + TEB fue

la combinación que ofreció mejores resultados para una aplicación de navegación social en la

que el robot tenia que aproximarse a un humano para interactuar.
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Estado del robot: Robot
Social navegando en un
entorno dinámico y poblado
por humanos. 
Contribución(es): Zonas de
proxemia dinámicas. 
Técnica(s): Proxemia,
Navegación, Aprendizaje
profundo 

AP.IIIAP.I AP.IV
P.II P.IIIP.I

AP.II

SCIROC 2019

Estado del robot: Robot
Social procesando
información de contexto para
optimizar sus tareas. 
Contribución(es): Sistema
de representación de
conocimiento del entorno 
Técnica(s): Consciencia del
entorno, Navegación 

Estado del robot: Robot Social
realizando tareas de
navegación colaborativa con
humanos. 
Contribución(es): Zonas de
proxemia dinámicas, Zona de
Cooperación, Evaluación de
sistemas de toma de decisiones
y de algortimos de navegación
en un contexto social. 
Técnica(s): Proxemia, Nav2,
Evaluación del sistema,
Arquitectura cognitiva. 

Figure A.1: Resumen de los resultados de las principales publicaciones que componen esta

tesis.

Conclusiones

Las publicaciones P.I - P.III presentan las técnicas y resultados para dar respuesta a las

preguntas de investigación propuestas. La figura A.1 muestra un resumen gráfico de la

evolución del sistema con cada publicación. En la publicación P.I se integró un sistema para

reconocer el estado de ánimo de los humanos en un framework de navegación basado en

proxemia. La información de los estados de ánimo era utilizada para modificar el radio de las

zonas de proxemia. Ası́, un robot podı́a navegar en un entorno poblado por personas,

recibiendo información proveniente de las mismas, adaptándose al contexto y mejorando el

confort de dichas personas. P.I responde a las preguntas de investigación PI.1 y PI.2. Esta

publicación demuestra que el tamaño de las zonas de proxemia humanas se modifica durante

una interacción Humano-Robot por diferentes factores. El estado de ánimo de los humanos es

uno de esos factores, otros pueden ser la edad, el contexto en el que se produce la interacción,

factores socio-culturales, o la actividad que esté realizando el humano en ese momento.

La publicación P.II propone la integración de un módulo que extrae conocimiento del

entorno para optimizar las tareas del robot. Además, se propone un sistema de representación

basado en Grafos Conceptuales para representar dicho conocimiento. P.II responde a la

pregunta de investigación PI.3. El nuevo módulo provee al sistema de navegación social de
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información vital acerca del entorno. La información sobre las rutinas de los usuarios o sobre

sus preferencias tiene un gran peso en la creación de las zonas de proxemia y en la ejecución

de las tareas del robot.

La publicación P.III presenta los avances en el framework de navegación social, como es

el uso de funciones Gaussianas Asimétricas para realizar la representación de las zonas de

proxemia o la propuesta de una nueva zona de proxemia orientada a realizar tareas colaborativas.

Además, en esta publicación, se realiza una evaluación de dos de los algoritmos de navegación

más usados y de dos sistemas de toma de decisiones para demostrar que la correcta selección

de los componentes puede ser decisiva en un sistema de navegación social. P.III responde

a las preguntas de investigación PI.4 y PI.5 y complementa la respuesta de la pregunta de

investigación PI.2. Un sistema de toma de decisiones influye en el rendimiento y el desarrollo

de la tarea a ejecutar. Este efecto puede ser significativo en una tarea de Interacción Humano-

Robot, ya que el humano puede sentirse disgustado o frustrado si intenta interactuar con el robot

y dicha interacción no se ejecuta de forma fluida. En P.III también se concluye que elegir el

correcto algoritmo de navegación mejora el desarrollo general de las tareas de navegación de

un robot social, ası́ como el confort de los usuarios. Para finalizar, esta publicación también

complementa la respuesta a la pregunta de investigación PI.2. P.III demuestra que no solo se

modifica el tamaño de las zonas de proxemia durante una Interacción Humano-Robot. Si un

humano quiere colaborar o necesita ayuda de un robot, sus zonas de proxemia se adaptan a la

situación, variando tanto en tamaño como en forma.

Trabajos futuros

Aunque el sistema de Navegación Social, basado en zonas de proxemia dinámicas, aplicado a

un robot que quiere interactuar con humanos ha demostrado unos resultados prometedores,

dicho sistema puede ser mejorado en algunos aspectos. Se pueden incorporar al framework

nuevas capas, por ejemplo, un estimador de la trayectoria y la velocidad de las personas o una

capa que recoja el espacio que ocupan las personas en una determinada franja horaria. Estas

capas ayudarı́an a que las tareas del robot fueran más óptimas, evitando zonas muy

concurridas, y más fluidas, estimando el movimiento de las personas y teniéndolo en cuenta en

el sistema de navegación. Además estos datos también, pueden ser usados para modificar el

tamaño y la forma de las zonas de proxemia de los humanos. Desde el punto de vista de la
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arquitectura cognitiva, los futuros desarrollo se encaminan a explorar cómo los componentes

sociales introducidos influyen en las capas de más alto nivel, como el planificador de misión.

Desde un punto de vista más general, la investigación presentada en esta tesis puede servir

como base para una gran experimentación con personas en un entorno realista, e.g., un centro

comercial o un restaurante, en el que evaluar el rendimiento del sistema y recoger opiniones de

los potenciales usuarios.



Appendix B

International Competitions

The competitions imply an important complementary contribution of this dissertation because

they provide a regulated test-bed for the solution of realistic and current challenges for an at-

home robot. The research and development for participation in the competition have resulted in

substantial knowledge acquired, which has fed other lines of research and industrial projects. In

this regard, the present appendix presents a brief explanation of the most relevant results from

the competitions.

B.1 2018 RoboCup@Home Social Standard Platform

League

The RoboCup@Home league integrates 3 leagues, Open Platform League (OPL), Domestic

Standard Platform League (DSPL), and Social Standard Platform League (SSPL). The Standard

leagues aim to focus on software development instead of hardware-software development. All

teams participate with the same robot, Toyota HSR1 for DSPL and Pepper2 for SSPL, and the

challenges are a bit different in each league, figure B.1.

The 2018 RoboCup@Home3 took place in Montreal (CA), from June 16th to June 22nd,

2018, and composed two stages with several challenges in each one. The Gentlebots team

participated in Cocktail Party, Help-me-carry, and Speech and Person Recognition.

1https://global.toyota/en/newsroom/corporate/28912712.html
2https://www.softbankrobotics.com/emea/es/pepper
3https://www.robocup.org/events/23
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Figure B.1: HSR and Pepper, the standard robots for RoboCup@Home

In Cocktail Party, the robot has to learn and recognize previously unknown people and fetch

orders. This test focuses on human detection and recognition, safe navigation, and human-robot

interaction with unknown people.

In Help-me-carry, the robot’s owner goes shopping for groceries and needs help carrying

the groceries from the car into the home. This test focuses on safe, robust navigation, people

following, and navigation in unknown environments.

Finally, Speech and Person Recognition, where the robot has to identify unknown people

and answer questions about them and the environment was carried out. This test focuses on

human detection, sound localization, speech recognition, and robot interaction with unknown

people.

The robot selected by the Gentlebots team to participate in this competition was Pepper.

Pepper is equipped with cameras and RGB-D cameras for navigation, moreover sonar and

infrared. It has LEDs, speakers, and a microphone array for HRI.

The performance in the challenges was not as expected, and Gentlebots placed 7th4. Even

so, the team decided to take the opportunity of the competition days and the scenario available

to improve the system, achieving a reliable navigation.5

4https://github.com/RoboCupAtHome/AtHomeCommunityWiki/wiki/Scores#

2018-social-standard-platform-league
5https://youtu.be/yzl8JxgvNTg

https://github.com/RoboCupAtHome/AtHomeCommunityWiki/wiki/Scores#2018-social-standard-platform-league
https://github.com/RoboCupAtHome/AtHomeCommunityWiki/wiki/Scores#2018-social-standard-platform-league
https://youtu.be/yzl8JxgvNTg
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Figure B.2: The Gentlebots’s robot participating in SciRoc episodes Deliver coffee shop orders

and Take the elevator

B.2 2019 Smart CIties RObotics Challenge (SciRoc)

SciRoc6 is an EU-H2020 funded project supporting the European Robotics League (ERL),

whose aim is to bring ERL tournaments to smart cities. A key novelty of the SciRoc project is

the introduction of robots in smart cities through ERL challenges and, in particular, the ERL

Smart Cities, whose aim it is to show how robots will integrate into cities of the future as

physical agents living in them. This adds a new challenge to ERL, which was pursued through

the organization of two Smart CIties RObotics Challenges (The SciRoc Challenges) in 2019

and 2021.

The 2019 SciRoc competition7 took place in Milton Keynes (UK), from September 18th

to September 21st, 2019, and was composed of five episodes. Gentlebots team participated in

Deliver coffee shop orders and Take the elevator, Figure B.2.

In Deliver coffee shop orders the robot assists people in a coffee shop serving customers,

by taking orders and bringing objects to and from customers’ tables. The main functionality

which is evaluated in this episode is peoples’ perception. Additional side functionalities are

navigation, speech synthesis, and recognition.

In Take the elevator the robot must take the elevator, crowded with customers, to reach

a service located on another floor. The robot must be able to take the elevator together with

regular customers of the shopping mall. It should be able to enter and exit the elevator at the

6https://sciroc.org/
7https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZIxgWxU_S00

https://sciroc.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZIxgWxU_S00
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right floor in the presence of people nearby and/or inside. To perform the episode, the robot can

interact with the customers in spoken language. The main functionality tested in this episode is

Navigation respecting proxemics.

The robot used to participate in this competition was the physical version of TIAGo, in this

case replacing the manipulator with a touch screen. The robot was equipped with an RGB-

D camera for perception and navigation, a Hokuyo Laser for navigation, and speakers and a

microphone for HRI. Moreover, the robot had a Jetson Nano GPU for deep-learning object

recognition purposes.

The performance in both episodes was quite good, and the team achieved the victory in

Take the elevator episode89. On the other hand, in the Deliver coffee shop orders episode the

opponents were better and Gentlebots could not qualify for the grand finale.

B.3 2021 RoboCup@Home Virtual

RoboCup is an international joint project to promote AI, robotics, and related fields. It is an

attempt to foster AI and intelligent robotics research by providing standard problems in which

a wide range of technologies can be integrated and examined. The RoboCup@Home league

aims to develop service and assistive robot technology with high relevance for future personal

domestic applications. It is the largest international annual competition for autonomous service

robots and is part of the RoboCup initiative. The 2021 RoboCup@Home was a virtual edition

due to the COVID pandemic situation and was composed of two challenges: Clean Up and Go

Get-it! The team, Gentlebots10, which the author of this dissertation was part of as the main lead

role, participated in both challenges. In the Clean Up challenge, the robot enters a predefined

room in the arena and starts looking for misplaced objects (all known objects have a category

and a location assigned), Figure B.3. Known, misplaced objects must be brought back to their

predefined locations, while unknown objects are deemed garbage and must be disposed of in

the trash bin.

8https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZIZSTDtmA0&t=345s
9https://sciroc.org/challenge-description-2019/winners-2019-edition/

10http://gentlebots.gsyc.urjc.es/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZIZSTDtmA0&t=345s
https://sciroc.org/challenge-description-2019/winners-2019-edition/
http://gentlebots.gsyc.urjc.es/
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Figure B.3: Clean Up and Go get it! challenges in the 2021 RoboCup@Home Virtual

Figure B.4: Picking a sugar box up in Clean Up container.

In the Go get it! challenge, the robot arrives at a predefined location where a virtual operator

requests an object using natural language. The command request indicates the name of the

object. The robot must drive to the shelf, look for the requested object, and bring it back to the

virtual operator.

The robot used to participate in this competition was the virtual version of TIAGo11,

equipped with a single manipulator. The software stack used was opened after the

11https://pal-robotics.com/es/robots/tiago/

https://pal-robotics.com/es/robots/tiago/
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competition12 and was based to ROS 2, Nav 2, MoveIt13, PlanSys214 and DOPE15, (Figure

B.4).

Several tests have been carried out in order to validate the solution proposed16. Although, as

manipulation, the core ability in these challenges, is not our main research area the performance

in the competition was poor, resulting in an 8th place17.

12https://github.com/gentlebots
13https://moveit.ros.org/
14https://intelligentroboticslab.gsyc.urjc.es/ros2_planning_system.github.

io/
15https://github.com/NVlabs/Deep_Object_Pose
16https://youtu.be/quig_oTK7jg
17https://athome.robocup.org/rc2021/

https://github.com/gentlebots
https://moveit.ros.org/
https://intelligentroboticslab.gsyc.urjc.es/ros2_planning_system.github.io/
https://intelligentroboticslab.gsyc.urjc.es/ros2_planning_system.github.io/
https://github.com/NVlabs/Deep_Object_Pose
https://youtu.be/quig_oTK7jg
https://athome.robocup.org/rc2021/
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Industrial Project

Although the primary aim of this thesis was to develop a proxemic navigation framework for

social robots, other innovative methods that do not include proxemic strategies have also been

able to solve real-world industrial problems. In this scenario, the author of this dissertation,

using the knowledge acquired in the competitions described in Appendix B, has contributed to

adjacent research projects, such as the development of a robot receptionist for an office building.

A brief explanation of this successful project has been included in this appendix.

Figure C.1: Robot Pepper as receptionist’s assistant

121
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C.1 Robotic receptionist assistant

The receptionist job, consisting of providing useful indications to visitors or guiding them to a

meeting room or a particular office, is one possible application of social robots. In big office

buildings, the receptionist job becomes more complicated because the company must have a

receptionist on each floor. A combination of human and robot receptionists could be a good

solution in the future, in which humans solve the more complicated issues and robots guide

visitors on the different floors. In this context, the development of an autonomous social robot

for guiding visitors provides several benefits in terms of economics and brand images. For this

particular project, robot Pepper, Figure C.1, was meant to successfully autonomously navigate

in a crowded office scenario. The project had to cover two different offices of the same company

and accomplish the following requirements:

Figure C.2: The robotic receptionist assistant demonstrating its different services

• Visitor’s guide through the office: The robot is expected to guide visitors to the different

meeting rooms and the office services, e.g., restaurant, elevators, or toilets. The robot

must be able to pass through doorways, requesting human help if a door is closed.
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• Natural interaction: Users should interact with the robot naturally, mainly, using voice

or the robot’s touch screen. Figure C.2 shows Pepper waiting for a visitor with the

developed visual interface.

• Service booking: The robot should be connected with different service APIs to book

taxis or restaurants.

• Offer company information: The robot should recite a speech about the company and

its current business lines.

Figure C.3: Pepper dealing with an unexpected obstacle

The project was validated in two Acciona S.A1, (hereafter Acciona), offices in Madrid over

a time period of more than six months. During this time the systems worked autonomously

without incident, even during unexpected situations, Figure C.3, and the feedback provided by

Acciona was very good. A summary video of the project is provided2.

1https://www.acciona.com/es/
2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NiDLlIrh2KE

https://www.acciona.com/es/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NiDLlIrh2KE
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Figure C.4: Office’s map showing the more populated areas. Left image shows the people

location at coffee time, and right image shows the people location in the periods for entering

and leaving work.

C.1.1 Plan optimization according to time of day.

Pepper must adapt to the particular conditions of Acciona’s office to escort visitors more

efficiently and smoothly. People agglomerate in the work zone entrance in the first and last

hour of the morning. Also, during coffee time, there are many people around the vending

machines. Figure C.4 shows the populated areas described before.

Experiments were carried out for a whole day, in which the robot had to guide a visitor by

measuring the trip’s average time. The results were referenced to the time of the day. In these

experiments, no optimization was applied, so the robot moved through crowded areas at certain

times. After collected data analysis, metrics related to the duration of the trips according to

the time of day were applied. In this way, the PDDL planner generates a set of actions that

minimize the objective function, avoiding the highest cost areas. After the metrics deploy, the

most troubled routes (i.e., routes that crossed areas with a high influx of people) reduced their

average execution time by 66%, from 240 seconds to 160 seconds.
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